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Abstract
On April 15th, 2020, a group of armed protesters stood on the front steps of the Michigan
State Capitol building, chanting, waving flags, and holding up posters that read: “Live free or
die!” Their intention was clear: end the lockdown that Governor Gretchen Whitmer implemented
to curb the spread of the novel coronavirus and reopen Michigan’s economy – no matter the cost.
This small act of rebellion inspired other in-person protests across the United States, all while
hundreds of Facebook groups linked to the new “Reopen Movement” proliferated around the
same time with the original goal to reopen the country. This paper serves as an analysis of the
rise and fall of the Reopen Movement from its conception in April to the U.S. presidential
election in November of 2020. Through a year of original ethnographic research and
observations of over 170 Facebook groups tied to the Reopen Movement, I found that while
members were originally concerned about the economy, these groups became more strongly
supportive and aligned with the Trump agenda as the pandemic worsened in the U.S. and
ongoing racial problems (specifically, American law enforcement’s disproportionate killing of
Black Americans) were reignited. The groups began exhibiting stronger partisanship, signs of
right-wing populism, and latent racism and sexism as events such as the Black Lives Matter
protests, reopening of businesses and schools, and strong anti-mask discourse pushed members
to more radical, violent, and hateful speech. This study analyzes the shift from a center-right
movement to a more radical, polarized partisan movement, and highlights the ways that social
media platforms such as Facebook can inhibit or truncate social movements. It is one of the only
in-depth, original research papers on the Reopen Movement, a contemporary American social
movement with over 2 million members.
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I. Introduction to the Reopen Movement
On April 15th, 2020, the world turned its attention to Lansing, Michigan, where armed
protestors stood on the steps of the Michigan State Capitol in protest of Governor Gretchen
Whitmer’s stay-at-home order to curb the spread of the coronavirus. Organized by the Michigan
Conservative Coalition, a group that believes the GOP needs to be “led back to its [conservative]
roots," the protestors’ demands were clear: reopen the state so that people could continue to work
and save their businesses.1 The event was dubbed “Operation Gridlock” by the organizers, due to
the heavy traffic caused by protestors in cars around the State Capitol.2 What seemed like a
one-time event was part of a much larger movement that had spawned on Facebook – the Reopen
Movement. Between the dates of April 12th and April 15th, over 100 Facebook groups were
created with nearly identical goals: to reopen their respective states and push back on their
governors’ quarantine orders. While some overarching national Reopen groups were created,
these groups mostly functioned on a state level, naming themselves ‘Reopen [State Name]’ or
‘[State Name] Against Excessive Quarantine’. Facebook’s structure encouraged the growth of
these movements, due to the algorithm of the “Home” page, putting posts that were getting the
most engagement at the top of user’s feeds (and, at the beginning of the movement, with very
little monitoring of misinformation). It is important to note that, except for involvement at the
beginning from right-wing grifters and groups, there was almost no attempt to coordinate at a
national level in these groups. Yet, there seemed to be an overall agreement at the beginning that
reopening the states was necessary to save the economy, tied with disapproval of federal and
state response due to lack of economic support (stimulus checks, salary compensation). Due to
2 “Protesters Chant 'Lock Her up' after Michigan Governor's Stay-at-Home Order.” The Guardian.
1 Michigan Conservative Coalition. Accessed August 17, 2020. https://michiganconservativecoalition.com/about/.;
“Protesters Chant 'Lock Her up' after Michigan Governor's Stay-at-Home Order.” The Guardian. Guardian News
and Media, April 15, 2020.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/15/michigan-coronavirus-protest-stay-home-order-gretchen-whitmer.
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the popularity the Michigan group (‘Michiganders Against Excessive Quarantine,’ a group now
deleted by Facebook) received from its protest, it was one of the largest groups. Others included
‘Wisconsinites Against Excessive Quarantine’ and ‘Reopen California,' which had 106k+ and
86k+ members by April 22nd, respectively. While many of these groups claimed to be inspired
by the protestors in Michigan – 42 out of the 173 groups I observed were created on April 15th –
and the rest were created from April 12th to 16th– it is unclear exactly who was responsible for
creating this movement. Initially, the Convention of States (COS), an organization with the goal
to pass the COS resolution (which would enact Article V of the U.S. Constitution and allow
states to make changes to the Constitution and reduce federal oversight), registered a new
website called “openthestates.com," with public forums for every state to share the link to their
respective Reopen groups on Facebook. Considering the website was created on April 14th, this
suggests some involvement from the COS in pushing this movement forward. However, as will
be further explored later in this paper, the COS’s engagement with the Reopen Movement was
rather short-lived. Involvement from groups such as COS may suggest an astroturf movement –
when the sponsors or donors of a movement are masked to suggest that the messaging and
ideology of the movement is grassroots. Yet, Matt Seely, spokesperson for the Michigan
Conservative Coalition (a local, Michigan-based grassroots organization), stated that the
organization had “been asked to basically share [their] template with other groups to do the same
thing."3
Whether the Reopen Movement is a grassroots or astroturf movement is another topic
that I will elaborate on throughout this paper, all while answering the following research
questions: Why did the Reopen Movement rise, grow, and ultimately fail? How did it react to
3 “What and Who Is behind the US Anti-Lockdown Protests?” Al Jazeera, Al Jazeera Media Network, April 21,
2020. https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/4/21/what-and-who-is-behind-the-us-anti-lockdown-protests.
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changing world events? Is it a movement or a moment? Although it was clear that the original
goal of this movement was to reopen states for economic reasons, especially without any
economic support at the state or federal level, the goals, ideologies, and discourse of these groups
shifted over time as the pandemic raged on and became increasingly politicized in the United
States. This paper takes on a thematic approach to break down the shifts in the discourse, and
how they often happened in tandem with events happening across the United States. Starting
mid-April up until the federal election in November of 2020, I chronicle major themes and
events that had the biggest impact on the groups, and which groups were important to watch
throughout.
The first section of this paper explores the literature on grassroots and astroturf
movements with a focus on the Tea Party movement. The current research on the Reopen
Movement is sparse yet growing. However, the Reopen Movement is characterized as an
offshoot of the Tea Party movement, a modern right-wing populist movement, or part of the
greater Trump Movement. In my literature review, I explain how the Reopen Movement has
similarities to all three aforementioned social movements, but how it ultimately diverged from
being strictly aligned with any existing movement. In this section, I also explain Facebook’s role
in the Reopen Movement, particularly how its algorithm kept Reopen members on the platform
and inadvertently promoted the spread of misinformation. The second section focuses on the
online and offline influences that affected the Reopen Movement’s motivations and reasons for
protest. Conspiracy theories, misinformation, slander of the Center for Disease Control and Dr.
Anthony Fauci (who were the main faces behind quarantine and mask-wearing
recommendations), as well as the in-person protests that occurred in April and May, all played a
major role in shaping the Reopen Movement’s understanding of COVID-19. The virus itself was
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downplayed as the flu, the CDC recommendations were seen as authoritarian and a violation of
freedom, and these early misconceptions only worsened over time.
The third section looks at how members of the Reopen Movement reacted to other major
political events happening in the United States, particularly the Black Lives Matter Movement,
the first wave of reopening the states over the summer, and the Trump 2020 re-election
campaign. Observing the groups’ reactions to these crucial events revealed not only weaknesses
in the groups’ dynamics but telltale signs of the Reopen Movement beginning to flatline, shifting
more into a moment rather than a movement. In the fourth and final section, I conclude with the
effects the Reopen Movement has had on American and international politics, particularly amidst
the pandemic, increased racial tension and discrimination, and the 2020 federal election. I
identify major reasons for why the Reopen Movement eventually failed to gain traction or move
off of Facebook, and how Facebook played a role in ultimately inhibiting the Reopen Movement
by limiting collective solidarity and offline, in-person protest due to its individualized algorithm
that puts users in silos.
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II. Literature Review
A. Origins of the Reopen Movement – Grassroots, Astroturf, and Similarities to the Tea Party
The ambiguity behind the creation of the Reopen Movement makes it difficult to
understand whether these groups were created organically (via grassroots organizing), artificially
(astroturf), or a mix of both. Understanding both the grassroots and astroturf elements in the
Reopen Movement helps us recognize the motivation behind the online and offline protests. In
her opinion article for The New York Times (written on April 22nd), Lisa Graves argues that due
to the involvement of organizations such as the Convention of State, the Reopen Movement was
shaping to become the Tea Party 2.0.4 The Tea Party Patriots, founded in 2009 by Jenny Beth
Martin, Mark Meckler (who went on to found the COS), and Amy Kremer, was labeled as a
“top-down” movement by many academics, funded by big conservative names such as the Koch
brothers to mobilize grassroots participants and push forward the Tea Party movement’s
conservative, right-wing, populist agenda.5 Being backed by well-funded conservative elites is
not the only similarity between the Reopen Movement and the Tea Party. The reason why the Tea
Party had so much success was due to the cultural support from the conservative media such as
Fox News amongst other conservative talk shows, blogs, and podcasts.6 In its early stages, the
Reopen Movement was heavily covered by Fox News, making headlines in late April with
mentions to Trump’s tweets in support of the protests. The time period in which these groups
were created (April 12-16th) would suggest structured and meaningful involvement from
conservative elites or organizations, piggybacking off of the successful protest in Lansing.
Additionally, much like the Reopen Movement, the Tea Party was originally a movement
6 Ibid.
5 Dyke, Nella Van, and David S. Meyer. Understanding the Tea Party movement. London: Routledge, Taylor &
Francis Group, 2016; Halloran, Liz. “What's Behind The New Populism?” NPR. NPR, February 5, 2010.
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=123137382.
4 Graves, Lisa. “Who's Behind the 'Reopen' Protests?” The New York Times. The New York Times, April 22, 2020.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/22/opinion/coronavirus-protests-astroturf.html.
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centered around certain economic goals: namely, lowering taxes and reducing U.S. national debt.
This fiscally conservative stance seeped into other aspects of U.S. politics, and the Tea Party
expanded to oppose the Affordable Care Act and gun control laws. Given all of these similarities,
at its very beginning, it would seem that the Reopen Movement was headed in the same
astroturfed trajectory as the Tea Party movement, with continued financial support from major
conservative PACs or other organizations. But the astroturfed element of the Reopen Movement
quickly faded away, and what was left was a movement siloed into respective states without a
clear leader.
For movements that both began in similar ways, the Reopen Movement ended up a lot
differently than the Tea Party. The Reopen Movement lacked national coordination, unlike the
Tea Party movement which operated under 4 national groups.7 As time went on, the absence of
an overarching group of organizers across all the groups became a problem. Any sort of
influence from conservative organizations or individuals withered away or became irrelevant as
the groups began targeting their governors and quarantine orders and became more aligned with
the Trump Movement. This is somewhat the opposite of what happened to the Tea Party. After
the 2010 midterm elections, the Republicans regained control of the House of Representatives
and many other seats (state senate or governorship) – causing the grassroots Tea Party movement
to fade because a lot of their ideologies had now been adopted into the mainstream Republican
Party – giving way to the eventual rise of Donald Trump.8 This reflects the limitations of an
‘astroturfed’ movement: once it loses the basic grassroots element, it becomes increasingly
difficult for the movement to persist as there is nothing organic to stoke the embers of
8 Ibid.; Jossey, Paul H. “How We Killed the Tea Party.” Politico Magazine, Capitol News Company,
LLC, August 14, 2016. https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/08/tea-party-pacs-ideas-death-214164.
7 Lee, Caroline W., Michael MacQuarrie, Edward T. Walker, David S. Meyer, and Amanda Pullum. “The Social
Movement Society, the Tea Party, and the Democratic Deficit.” Chapter 11 in Democratizing Inequalities: Dilemmas
of the New Public Participation, 204–21. New York City, NY: New York University Press, 2015.
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insurgency. It is even harder in the 21st century, where digital activism allows for quick and
streamlined organizing, but, unlike movements in the past, lack the element of organizing
leadership and the infrastructure to make a movement last longer (which, as mentioned
previously, is one of the Reopen Movement’s biggest weaknesses). Author Zeynep Tufekci
skillfully highlights what happens when there is a lack of a proper infrastructure within a
movement: first, movements are unable to make “tactical shifts” and change course in their
protest, second, they are unable to negotiate with their opponents (in this case, the governors) or
within their own groups, and third, are not influential enough to threaten those in power.9
Although the Reopen Movement started strong and seemed to mimic a lot of the Tea Party
movement’s strategies (local protests, grifters, and involvement of conservative groups), the
absence of any form of leadership made it fall victim to the same traps that most modern-day
protest movements do.
Despite the lack of overarching leadership, it is important to understand what first united
these groups. In an article for The Washington Post, Rachel Meade argues that the Reopen
Movement’s opposition to the governors’ orders “are motivated by long-standing distrust of elite
institutions and policy."10 It is this distrust that pushes the protestors’s populist identities, not the
organizations trying to enforce their own agendas. Instead, local conservative groups and
activists backed the grassroots movement – not financially, but as supporters of the different
Reopen groups across the country.11 From the beginning of the Reopen Movement, there have
been hints of a strong right-wing populist identity within these groups – especially as they began
11 Ibid.
10 Meade, Rachel. “Analysis | The Movement against Coronavirus Lockdowns Is Still Going - and Still Angry.” The
Washington Post. WP Company, August 7, 2020.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/08/10/movement-against-coronavirus-lockdowns-is-still-going-still-
angry/.
9 Tufekci, Zeynep. “Leading the Leaderless.” Chapter 3 in Twitter and Tear Gas: The Power and Fragility of
Networked Protest. Yale University Press, 2017.
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to blame liberal elites such as Bill Gates or George Soros for creating the coronavirus, and then
blaming Democrats and governors for the subsequent lockdowns. Unsurprisingly, the states with
the most active Reopen Movements have been ones that have a Democrat governor, but have
Republican-controlled legislatures.12 Meade makes a strong case for this argument, and
historically, elites in the United States have not always been trustworthy. But it would be too
simplistic to conclude that these groups are motivated by their mistrust of elites. What motivated
these Reopen groups to organize and protest was fear, created by misinformation and conspiracy.
It was the confusion and uncertainty of COVID-19 that made them want to return to their normal
lives, which is why they protested to reopen the economy at first. When the pandemic took a turn
for the worse across the country and the racial tensions caused by the death of George Floyd
broke out into international protests, the movement shifted – even without leaders. The groups
became a vehicle for white grievances, and the latent racism that exists in most far-right groups
in the U.S. started to manifest. Through confirmation biases strengthened by the Facebook
algorithm, the Reopen Movement slowed in growth but intensified in right-wing populist
discourse.
It is under these conditions and the growing leadership vacuum from the lack of national
coordination that the Reopen Movement eventually became a makeshift branch – a moment – of
the overarching Trump Movement. Although Reopen members, admins, and moderators refused
to take a political stance in the beginning weeks, the values that brought Reopen members
together in the first place were similar to the Trump Movement’s response to the pandemic.13
Since the beginning of the outbreak of COVID-19, Trump has jumped to manipulate the story in
13 Posted to ‘Reopen GA’ on June 2nd, 2020. Because many of the Facebook groups were taken down, my
screenshots (with names and pictures redacted for privacy reasons) are hyperlinked to the footnotes. They are all
compiled in a public Dropbox folder.
12 Brennan, Elliott. “Coronavirus and Protest: How COVID-19 Has Changed the Face of American Activism.”
United States Studies Centre (Australia), May 26, 2020.
https://www.ussc.edu.au/analysis/coronavirus-protest-how-covid-19-has-changed-the-face-of-american-activism.
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order to keep control over the narrative as well as his supporters. He managed to persuade his
followers to trust him over any scientific voice, and assured U.S. citizens that the virus would be
over soon.14 Trump fed the Reopen Movement exactly what they wanted to hear, and by doing
so, won over most of the members in these groups. Soon enough, the Reopen Movement adopted
a lot of the Trump Movement’s agenda: reopen the states, paint the Democrats as the people’s
enemy, and above all, push for Trump’s reelection in November 2020. This realignment and
adoption of Trump's rhetoric excluded moderate (i.e. Libertarians and centrists) voices from the
Reopen Movement, exhibiting a turn to strong right-wing populism. As soon as this shift
happened, the Reopen Movement largely lost its potential to become a social movement. While
there is not one agreed-upon definition of a social movement, they can be generally understood
as collective challenges by people with common purposes and solidarity in sustained interactions
with elites, opponents and authorities.15 Originally, the Reopen Movement fell under this general
definition, but the problem is that once groups took on the common purposes of the Trump
Movement, all of the sustained interactions with elites and opponents were boosted and
supported by Trump and his supporters. Considering the vast opposition to the Reopen
Movement when it first began, had the Reopen Movement not garnered such support from the
Trump Movement, it likely would have dissolved much faster after the states had begun
reopening. There is some irony to this: although the Trump Movement ultimately prevented the
Reopen Movement from becoming sustainable and nationally impactful, at the same time,
without this realignment it would not have been sustained as long as it had been. This is what
15 Tarrow, Sidney G. Power in Movement: Social Movements, Collective Action and Politics. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998.
14 Hamblin, James. “How Trump Sold Failure to 70 Million People.” The Atlantic. Atlantic Media Company,
November 10, 2020. https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/11/trump-voters-pandemic-failures/617051/.
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makes the burst in protests in April and May more of a social moment, that was eventually taken
over by the larger and more-established Trump Movement.
B. Aspects of Populism in the Reopen Movement & the Trump Movement
To understand why the Reopen Movement became so strongly aligned with the Trump
Movement – and to the point that it became a moment of the Trump Movement – it is necessary
to dissect the role of populism in both the Trump Movement and the Reopen Movement.
Populism is an ideology that creates two antagonistic groups – the “pure” people and the
“corrupted” elite, and that the only person who can properly represent the people’s interest is the
populist leader: in this case, Trump.16 Modern-day populism, according to leading scholar of
populism Cas Mudde, poses a fundamental challenge to the key institutions and values of liberal
democracy, most notably minority rights, pluralism, and the separation of powers.17 The Trump
Movement can typically be understood as the vast amount of supporters Trump has garnered
over the years, and their tendencies to excuse a lot of his contradictory and hypocritical behavior.
Supporters will find explanations for his actions, refuse to see the ‘other side’s’ perspective, and
go as far as to demonize them for not actively supporting Trump. Upon announcing his run for
presidency in 2015, it was still unclear what platform Trump would run on. It is only in the last
couple of months of his campaign that his ideology solidified, and he went from marketing
himself as the only one to be able to save “the people” against the elites to the sole “vehicle” (or
17 Mudde, Cas. “The Problem with Populism.” The Guardian. Guardian News and Media, February 17, 2015.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/feb/17/problem-populism-syriza-podemos-dark-side-europe.
16 Mudde, Cas, and Cristóbal Rovira. Kaltwasser. Populism a Very Short Introduction. Oxford, UK: Oxford
University Press, 2017.; Müller, Jan-Werner. What Is Populism? Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2016.
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representative) of the American people.18 In a sense, Trump is a vehicle of white grievance that
has been lingering in American history for decades.
What makes Trump a unique populist leader is that normally, anti-establishment actors
(which populists typically are) challenge institutions from either outside the mainstream parties
or do not challenge them at all, but Trump has succeeded to challenge the GOP from the inside.19
This has allowed him to change the GOP’s public image, as well as further polarize the
Democratic Party and the Republican Party by painting some of their leaders as the “elites” that
the “people” cannot trust. He has also successfully used social media platforms to his advantage,
using it prior to and after his election to hold onto the public’s attention – another feature
common to right-wing populism.20 With approximately 88 million total followers on Twitter
before he was banned from the platform, Trump has more than taken advantage of the hold he
has had over the American public by tweeting fiery, hate-inciting messages or announcing major
news. Trump’s political resilience throughout his four years in office can largely be attributed to
his followers’ support as well as the “patronage politics” he adopted – where a modern populist
leader rewards supporters and crowds out the opposition.21 This type of populism unique to
Trump is referred to as Trumpism and has permeated American politics in the past four years.
While the key elements of Trumpism – defined by sociologist Jeff Goodwin as social
conservatism, neoliberal capitalism, economic nationalism, nativism, and white nationalism – are
21 Pappas, Takis S. “Populists in Power.” Journal of Democracy 30, no. 2 (2019): 70–84.
https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/populists-in-power/
20 Wodak, Ruth. “Populism and Politics: Transgressing Norms and Taboos.” Chapter in The Politics of Fear: What
Right-Wing Populist Discourses Mean. London: Sage Publications, 2015.
19 Mudde, Cas. “Donald Trump: The Great White Hope.” Essay in The Far Right in America, 46–51. London, UK:
Routledge, 2018.
18 Friedman, Uri. “What is A Populist? And Is Trump One?”. Interview with Cas Mudde and Pippa Norris, The
Atlantic. Atlantic Media Company, February 27, 2017.
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/02/what-is-populist-trump/516525/
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not new to American politics, Trumpism has had a deeper impact due to Trump’s success in
marrying the elements.22
The Reopen Movement proved to be the perfect audience for a populist leader such as
Trump, for a multitude of reasons. Since its inception, the Reopen Movement has been a
malleable social movement, which can be mostly attributed to the fact that apart from reopening
the states at all costs, there were no delineated goals that helped the movement grow and solidify.
This meant that individuals, organizations, or even entire parties have been able to manipulate
the members of these groups to lean one way or the other on certain issues. As mentioned
previously, administrators and moderators of Reopen groups tried to avoid political discussions
and inclinations at the beginning of the movement, but certain traits of Trump supporters aligned
too closely with Reopen members for politics to be avoided completely. For example, Trump
supporters have strong traits of nationalism and ethnocentrism, paired with a general distrust of
elites, financial pessimism, and are conspiracy-minded.23 These are all underlying traits of
Reopen members as well: one, the financial pessimism stemming from the fear of an economic
downturn if the states were not opened immediately, two, the conspiracy-mindedness that fuelled
a lot of their disbelief in science, and three, the distrust in leaders and institutions such as Dr.
Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIH),  and
the Center for Disease Control (CDC) when it came to mask-wearing and social distancing
practices. Therefore, it made sense that the Reopen Movement quickly became aligned with
Trump’s rhetoric – although it is important to note that while the Reopen Movement shared a lot
of commonalities with the Trump Movement, it retained a level of autonomy that kept it from
23 Oliver, J. Eric, and Wendy M. Rahn. "Rise of the "Trumpenvolk": Populism in the 2016 Election." The Annals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Science 667 (2016): 189-206. http://www.jstor.org/stable/24756150.
22 Krieg, Gregory, and Dan Merica. “Trumpism without Trump: Democrats Confront a Defeated President's Growing
Movement.” Interview with Jeff Goodwin. CNN. Cable News Network, November 9, 2020.
https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/09/politics/trumpism-without-trump-democrats-plan-future/index.html.
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being engulfed by the larger Trump Movement. Namely, members of the Reopen Movement
remained strictly anti-mask and anti-quarantine, no matter the political affiliation. As will be
explored later in the paper, while there were many instances of the Reopen Movement defending
Trump’s actions and words, there were also crucial moments where members did not align with
Trump.
It would be remiss not to acknowledge the gender bias and sexism in the Reopen
Movement, which was frequently exacerbated by Trump’s aggressive comments towards female
Democratic governors, especially Gov. Gretchen Whitmer of Michigan. Scholar Ruth Wodak
identifies endorsing subtle emancipatory gender policies as a common trait of right-wing populist
movements, and this sexism that lies at the heart of the Trump Movement has undoubtedly bled
into the Reopen Movement.24 However, while the Reopen Movement exhibits traits of sexism, it
is not linked to its populist tendencies. Rather, much like the racism that emerged after the rise in
Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests over the summer, it is a manifestation of latent grievances
that the Reopen members held against people they perceived to be the enemy. These underlying
sexist and racist traits became clearer as the Reopen Movement adapted to events that occurred
as the pandemic developed. The groups started seeing Black Lives Matter as an opposing
movement, an enemy seeking to draw attention away from the Reopen Movement’s goals. This
caused the Reopen Movement to villainize BLM, to the point that certain members called for
violence or made direct threats against the protestors. The pattern of constantly taking events to
the extreme and seeing everyone but Trump and themselves as the enemy became the main way
the Reopen Movement reacted to changing world news, especially when the news was not
centered around them.
24 Wodak, Ruth. “Populism and Politics: Transgressing Norms and Taboos.”
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C. The Reopen Movement’s Medium
The Reopen Movement developed in response to an unprecedented time – for the first
time in over 100 years, the world faced a pandemic with devastating effects. When the first
in-person protests occurred in Michigan, most of the states were facing some sort of lockdown,
meaning that a lot of the Reopen Movement’s formation and agenda-setting had to be done on
online platforms. The platform the Reopen Movement members flocked to was Facebook: this
can be attributed to the demographic of Reopen members, who I observed were typically
middle-aged users living in rural or suburban areas of the U.S, and who all had active Facebook
profiles before the creation of the Reopen Movement. While Facebook is not a rare platform for
movements to organize on (especially considering the U.S. has over 233 million Facebook
users), when looking at other modern social movements, the use of Facebook is typically paired
with other social media platforms, in-person organizing, and websites.25 For example, the Black
Lives Matter movement originated from co-founder Alicia Garza’s Facebook post and
co-founder Patrice Cullors’s comment, “#BlackLivesMatter," which was the first documented
use of the hashtag.26 But the Black Lives Matter movement eventually moved to other platforms,
particularly Twitter, Instagram, their website, and offline organizing. The Reopen Movement
never went through the same expansion. It stayed strictly on Facebook, and any attempts at
creating a website mostly flatlined – the COS tried, but it became a forum for people to advertise
their own Reopen Facebook groups.27
The dependency on Facebook is exactly what the platform creates through its algorithm,
which shapes and curates the user experience but the algorithm has only recently received public
27 Open the States Forum. Accessed August 15, 2020. https://www.openthestates.com/forum/my-state.
26 “The Hashtag #BlackLivesMatter First Appears, Sparking a Movement.” History.com. A&E Television Networks,
July 10, 2020.
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/blacklivesmatter-hashtag-first-appears-facebook-sparking-a-movement.
25 “Facebook Users in United States of America - April 2020.” NapoleonCat, April 2020. Accessed December 1,
2020. https://napoleoncat.com/stats/facebook-users-in-united_states_of_america/2020/04.
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attention. 2015 marked a change for Facebook and the way it diffused news. The interface was
changed to introduce a new option for users to flag what they deemed as fake news stories, and
then the algorithm would take into account these reports and sift out articles accordingly.28 At the
time, the company did not take down or flag any fake news stories, instead leaving it up to the
algorithm to curate a user’s feed. What happened is that Facebook’s “filter bubbles” – where
content is selected by the algorithm and curated for a specific user – grew more and more
polarized and pushed out any content that challenged a user’s beliefs.29 During the U.S. 2016
election season, Facebook’s role as a disseminator of information grew, and outside groups
started to take advantage of Facebook users’ reliance on the platform as a news source. Russian
trolls were accused of building an influence campaign with political ads targeting Facebook users
that were still on the fence about their vote. The influence of these ads ran deep – one in six
“suspicious” advertisements were associated with a Russian propaganda group that specifically
targeted swing states.30 Facebook faced a lot of scrutiny for their lack of moderation, and after
the 2016 presidential election, Facebook announced a partnership with fact-checking websites to
address the growing problem of fake news.31
What did the changing Facebook algorithm and interface mean for the Reopen
Movement? Just as Facebook provided the perfect platform for rapid organizing in the first few
days of in-person protests, it was also the reason for the Reopen Movement’s downfall. Once the
algorithm identified which posts were the most engaged with and reshared in Reopen groups, it
31 Alba, Davey. “Facebook's Cracking Down on Fake News Starting Today.” Wired. Conde Nast, June 3, 2017.
https://www.wired.com/2016/12/facebook-gets-real-fighting-fake-news/.
30 Kim, Young Mie et al. “The Stealth Media? Groups and Targets behind Divisive Issue Campaigns on Facebook.”
Political Communication 35, no. 4 (2018): 515–41. https://doi.org/10.1080/10584609.2018.1476425.
29 Bakshy, Eytan, Solomon Messing, and Lada A. Adamic. “Exposure to Ideologically Diverse News and Opinion
on Facebook.” American Association for the Advancement of Science, June 5, 2015.
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/348/6239/1130.




effectively created the aforementioned “filter bubble” that further polarized Reopen members
from moderate beliefs, instead encouraging extreme anti-mask and anti-science behavior.
Misinformation spread like wildfire across the groups, and because Facebook sent content
moderators home after the initial outbreak of COVID-19 in March, there was little effective
moderation by Facebook in April and May. The algorithm is also what pushed Reopen members
closer to the Trump Movement, as there was overlap in Reopen members and Trump supporters.
Over time, the membership numbers stagnated and instead, the discussion in the groups grew
more politically polarized, intense, and at times, violent. With all the distraction the algorithm
provided by constantly ensuring the Reopen members had posts and comments to engage with,
the in-person protests eventually died down. All of the conversations online created a semblance
of protest, and demotivated Reopen members from organizing in-person ones – this, paired with
the lack of solid leadership, is what led to the Reopen Movement’s failure as a movement.
However, before delving into the reasons why the Reopen Movement plateaued, it is crucial to
understand the driving forces of protest both online and offline, and how this shaped the
movement’s ideology, agenda, and responses to changing world events.
D. Contributions to the Literature
This paper serves as one of the only in-depth, original research papers on a huge and
contemporary American social movement with over two million members. By conducting
ethnographic research on approximately 170 Facebook groups over a year, I was able to
understand the origins of this new movement, its goals, its accomplishments, and its failures.
What started as a center-right movement with goals centered around the state of the economy in
an unprecedented pandemic quickly became a platform for latent racism and sexism, which
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manifested itself in forms of posts spreading misinformation, comments with violent language,
and alignment to the Trump agenda. This content created a dangerous echo chamber promoted
by Facebook’s algorithm. However, it was not obvious from the beginning that the Reopen
Movement would take such a sudden and strong turn to partisanship and fall in line with the
Trump Movement, as some may believe. This was mostly due to the presence of Libertarian and
moderate members, along with disagreements as to the end goal – full reopening (i.e. the return
to normal) or partial reopening with certain guidelines and measures in place (i.e. the new
normal). Additionally, scholars of social movements such as Tufekci tend to gloss over the
negative effects of social media on movements, and it is only recently (since the Cambridge
Analytica data scandal in 2016) that academia has turned to analyze the more manipulative and
volatile side of online platforms and how they can cause movements to fail and change. Thus, the
research in this paper also adds to the understanding of ways that social media platforms can
inhibit or truncate social movements, especially by limiting collective solidarity and offline
strategy because of how algorithms are used to create such highly individualized content and
feeds. While online platforms are praised as a useful tactic by social movements to gain
followers and support, it is crucial to understand their limitations and how they can harm a social
movement trying to grow past the initial organizing stages.
It is much too simplistic to write off the Reopen Movement as a far-right populist
movement, as a group of Trump supporters airing out their grievances online without any
purpose, as a failed astroturfed movement, or as proof of the cult of personality of Donald
Trump. Scholars such as Lisa Graves have attempted to do this, but if we try to label it as a type
of social movement, we lose the importance of the movement itself without understanding the
consequences. The Reopen Movement reflects the direction contemporary American politics has
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taken – one that is complex, encompasses many social and economic aspects, and most
importantly, one that can be polarizing and dangerous. As will be explored later on in the paper,
some members were pushed further right on the political spectrum because of the echo chambers
created in these groups. Some attended the January 6th, 2021 insurrection at Capitol Hill. Some
supported the plot to kidnap and harm Governor Gretchen Whitmer. Some lashed out at BLM
protestors in comments, making threats and calls to violence. Even though I ultimately argue the
Reopen Movement flatlined and failed, we cannot ignore how the movement, in many aspects,
reflects the shift that has taken place in American politics.
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III. Methodology
Due to the nature of this social movement, I applied methods from the field of digital
ethnography to conduct purposeful primary research to aid in my analysis. My aim in my
research was to understand how people organized online during a pandemic, as well as how their
goals were shaped by outside political events. At the beginning of the movement, I created a
sockpuppet Facebook account and joined around 170 Reopen-related groups. To build credibility,
I added a profile picture and cover photo as well as a handful of other features. Most of the
groups I joined I found via a simple search, and the others were provided to me by The Institute
for Research and Education on Human Rights, which had also been following the Reopen
Movement. After joining these groups, I never interacted with members, commented on posts, or
reshared any posts. Instead, during May, June, July, and August, I produced weekly field notes
observing changes in behavior, discourse, and content. I took screenshots of posts I noted in my
field notes, noting the number of likes or comments the posts got. Thus, quotes in this paper are
taken directly from these comments, preserving the exact spelling and grammar used in the post.
Any perceived errors in the quotes are intentional and original. In the early stages of the
movement, I was particularly interested in finding out who was in charge, or who were the
primary “leaders” of the movement. As I soon found out, there were no overarching
national-level leaders, which led me to pay attention to admins of state groups, and their specific
announcements and posts.
The weekly field notes I compiled generally included reactions to nationwide events,
such as coronavirus-related restrictions across the U.S., Black Lives Matter protests, pro-Trump
rallies, and the Trump 2020 reelection campaign. I also included any major news from specific
states – for example, Oregon when the Portland BLM protests got worldwide attention.
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Additionally, every week, I went through all the groups to track membership numbers, changes
in group names, or any major updates (i.e. groups getting archived, or groups moving off of
Facebook). This was important because it allowed me to get quantitative data to back up my
qualitative analysis, and allowed me to see which states had the biggest groups and whether these
membership numbers increased or declined based on reopening plans or other events. With this, I
was able to conduct thematic and discourse analysis over the summer of 2020 and well into the
fall. Another key element that included quantitative data was tracking the number of protests as
well as the amount of protestors from April - August 2020. With data retrieved from the Crowd
Counting Consortium database, I sorted through months of protests and events to utilize specific
numbers and amounts to show the rise and fall of in-person protests. Because CrowdCounting
only has estimates for crowds (a “High” estimate and a “Low” estimate), I decided to calculate
the mean amount of protestors to account for both ends of the spectrum.
In conducting the research for this paper, there were some limitations and scope
conditions. First, Reopen groups were haphazardly taken down by Facebook and with them all of
the comments, posts, and members in it. Thus, retroactively observing a group (i.e. digging
through archives to find previous posts, comments, etc.) became difficult as I found that a lot had
been taken down. As I was able to take screenshots, I managed to preserve a lot of the original
content, but occasionally, parts were missing. Secondly, as an observer of these groups, my
political views and opinions on COVID-19 could sometimes influence my perceptions of these
members. Therefore, it was important to retain a credible analysis that accounted for different
political perspectives, and I was abundantly careful to separate my role as a researcher and
myself throughout my analysis, hence the caution I took to not interact or attempt to converse or
debate with any members in the Reopen groups.
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IV. Evolution of Reasons for Protest
A. Online: Conspiracy Theories and Misinformation
The original goals of the Reopen Movement were clear-cut in the first wave of in-person
protests from April 15th to 20th: states needed to be reopened without any limitations to prevent
economic turmoil. However, once protestors moved to organize online, the reasons for dissent
changed. Part of what pushed and fueled the Reopen Movement past April 20th were the
rampant conspiracy theories and misinformation posts regarding COVID-19 being shared across
all the groups. One of the most popular videos spreading misinformation that emerged during the
early weeks of the Reopen Movement’s growth on Facebook was a 25-minute film featuring Dr.
Judy Mikovitz titled Plandemic (first posted on May 4th on Youtube). From April 8th to May
8th, 2020, Facebook posts containing the name “Judy Mikovitz” amounted to 23,681, with
623,257 interactions with those posts happening between May 5th to May 8th.32 The video had
lots of success across these groups because it supported and amplified many of the anxieties,
fears, and beliefs that were unspoken of before but present in all of the groups – specifically,
anti-vaccination viewpoints and the idea that the coronavirus was a lab-manufactured way for the
government and billionaires to control the general population. What made this video more
successful than any other conspiracy post or video was the fact that it was almost immediately
taken down by major streaming sites, which only reinforced the belief that major corporations
like Facebook, Youtube, and even Big Pharma were trying to silence Dr. Mikovitz. Some called
the censorship of this video “modern-day book burning” and that if Facebook and Youtube took
it down and “didn’t want us to see it, there is something important they don’t want us to see."33 In
33 Facebook search of “Plandemic” videos across multiple Reopen groups, dates vary.
32 Gallagher, Erin. “Facebook Groups and YouTube Enabled Viral Spread of 'Plandemic' Misinformation.” Medium.




a span of 24 hours (from May 6th to May 7th), the video had been posted in groups such as
‘ReOpen Iowa,' ‘REOPEN SC,' ‘Reopen Alabama,' ‘Pennsylvanians Against Excessive Groups,'
and many more.
Moreover, the conspiracy was not limited to one group, state, or region, and pretty soon,
members were starting to tie it to QAnon, a larger conspiracy theory that existed long before the
Reopen Movement. The QAnon movement started on the platform 4chan by a figure named “Q,"
claiming to have highly confidential information on “deep state” actors, or the global elite, and
that Trump was trying to dismantle the global elite and had the entire “deep state” working
against him.34 The movement gained popularity with the far-right in the U.S. and spread to
Twitter, Facebook, and, given how fast conspiracy theories were accepted as truth and spread
amongst the Reopen groups, QAnon spread to the Reopen Movement, too. In the comments of
Plandemic-related posts, many members commented the popular QAnon hashtag,
“#WWG1WGA” or “where we go one we go all." But, much like the COS, QAnon and the
Plandemic video served as yet another stepping stone. While members of the Reopen Movement
did not push QAnon completely to the side, as the movement developed, it became clear that
what they were more interested in was the fact that both conspiracies sided with Trump’s rhetoric
and language towards the coronavirus.
The censorship of the Plandemic video on Facebook had the opposite of the intended
effect. Not only were the Reopen members more determined in sharing and watching the video,
but they grew wary and skeptical of Facebook as their chosen social media platform to organize
on. This led them to look for alternatives: in early May, there were attempts by group
administrators, moderators, and even members to move off of Facebook and start organizing on
34 Conway, Maura, Ryan Scrivens, and Logan Macnair. “Right-Wing Extremists’ Persistent Online Presence: History
and Contemporary Trends.” International Centre for Counter-Terrorism, October 2019, 1–14.
https://doi.org/10.19165/2019.3.12.
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different platforms such as MeWe and Parler, the latter being a popular social platform for
right-wing activists and Trump supporters. When the administrators of ‘Re-Open Illinois’ posted
a link for members to join their MeWe group, they received mostly positive reactions in the
comments. Three members expressed they were “sick” of Facebook’s “censoring," while others
expressed willingness to join. Yet, the group remained active after the announcement, and this
pattern was similar for other groups that tried to change social platforms. This is likely due to the
members’ familiarity with Facebook’s interface, and that most of the Reopen members already
have established profiles and extensive networks. This prior established relationship led to the
Reopen Movement staying on Facebook up until the 2020 federal election. After Joseph R.
Biden was declared the winner, Facebook amped up the fact-checking measures to curb
misinformation about election results. The effect of this decision will be explored later in this
paper, closer to the federal election and January 6th, 2021 insurrection at the Capitol.
Since the beginning of the Reopen Movement, misinformation has been rampant across
the Facebook groups, particularly with anti-mask rhetoric. This misinformation is what drove the
protests at first – with a lot of protestors refusing to wear masks at in-person protests. As
governors began requiring face coverings in public spaces (Gov. Newsom of CA and Gov.
Whitmer of MI), misinformation posts regarding the usefulness of masks were amidst some of
the most shared and engaged-with posts in these groups. In the 10,000-member group, ‘Make
Michigan Great Again’ (originally ‘Michiganders Against Excessive Quarantine’), members
reacted angrily to a CVS store with a sign “face masks are required by law." One user
commented “executive orders are not law," and the rest of the 400+ comments on the post
echoed a similar sentiment. Additionally, posts titled “Mask Safety Information 101” were being
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posted across groups (amongst other variations), claiming that masks “decrease oxygen intake,
increase toxin inhalation, and shut down immune systems."
Figure 1: Screenshot of the “Mask Safety Information 101” post that circulated amongst groups.
The post was censored by Facebook for spreading misinformation.
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Almost all of these were flagged by Facebook as “partly false information”35 with links to
scientific articles disproving the original posts. This was part of the company’s initiative to slow
the spread of misinformation posts that grew exponentially when the lockdowns began.36
However, these warning notes against COVID-19 misinformation posts seemed to have an
opposite effect on Reopen members, fuelling their anger instead. One user commented on one of
these fact-checked posts shown in Figure 1 (posted by the page ‘Michiganders Against Excessive
Quarantine’), “when so-called ‘fact-checkers’ must stoop to using a newspaper of questionable
veracity, then why bother calling them ‘fact-checkers’. It’s just another [political] manipulation."
Another anecdotal story that was reshared to groups37 that shows the crucial role of
misinformation in sparking Reopen protests was originally posted by Jane Doe38 on June 26th.
This story did not happen to Doe but seems to have been copy-pasted and originally told by a
mother who said her healthy, 26-year-old daughter’s lung collapsed because of wearing a mask.
The story turned out to be completely fabricated – they were real people, but her daughter’s lung
collapsed because she got into a car accident, not due to wearing a mask. Doe’s post was
reshared 734 times, both in Reopen groups and on personal profiles. The spreading of these false
stories or informational posts fueled the anti-mask rhetoric that became common across all
groups. Members in groups often boasted their refusal to wear masks in public spaces – for
example, a member of the ‘Make Michigan Great Again’ group commented that the “loophole”
to Gov. Whitmer’s executive order was that it does not say a mask has to be “over your mouth
and nose," so he used this rhetoric to argue with employees and managers at stores that required
38 Pseudonym used for privacy reasons.
37 Found in: ‘Reopen California,' ‘Californians Against Excessive Quarantine,' ‘REOPEN NJ,' ‘Reopen New York
State,' ‘Reopen Florida!’
36 Lerman, Rachel. “Facebook Says It Has Taken down 7 Million Posts for Spreading Coronavirus Misinformation.”
The Washington Post. WP Company, August 11, 2020.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/08/11/facebook-covid-misinformation-takedowns/.
35 Screenshot of Facebook’s fact-checking system from the post in Figure 1, posted June 29th, 2020.
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them. This comment got dozens of likes from other users but also received mixed reactions. In
response to the comment from above, one user wrote, “and you are proud of that? Astounding,
really! I’m pro this page, but I do not get your thinking or attitude whatsoever. It is your right… I
get it… but…." Another one commented “wow. I can’t even… just wow. I am ashamed to admit
that my state is full of such ignorant selfish people [...]." Similarly, in ‘NJ Knuckleheads,' a user
posted about a confrontation between them and a Dollar General employee asking him to wear a
mask (the post garnered ~115 likes). One user commented “you’re an ass," and another wrote,
“sounds like you just wanted to be confrontational." These smaller debates within the groups
showed that there were still some disagreements as to how to go about reopening the state, as
well as the functionality of masks as a whole – this was exacerbated by the CDC’s confusing
messaging about the effectiveness of masks. But these smaller in-group debates started to fizzle
out as the groups became more polarized, and more moderate voices were pushed out.
B. Online: The CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci
By mid-April, the COVID-19 pandemic had disrupted American lives for just about a
month. The reality that the pandemic may become a long, drawn-out battle was settling in – and
the content in the Reopen groups reflected this realization. A lot of instructions and warnings
coming from the CDC and Dr. Fauci started being contested by the Reopen groups, long before
the Plandemic video was released and misinformation started being spread. This only continued
and strengthened throughout June and July, as the Reopen Movement started becoming more and
more similar to the Trump Movement. When hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) was brought up by
Trump as a potential treatment against COVID-19, many Reopen members flocked to spread the
false information that HCQ might cure coronavirus. Dr. Fauci was quick to rule HCQ as
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ineffective but faced a lot of attacks from Reopen members for this.39 In a post in ‘Open Texas,' a
member posted a link to a story regarding Dr. Fauci and his dismissal of HCQ and got over 1,600
comments, with 1,290 reactions (719 angry reacts, 423 laughing reacts, 112 likes, 36 shocked
reacts). A popular response in the groups to any of Dr. Fauci’s statements was an old screenshot
that quotes Dr. Fauci saying HCQ is effective in curbing the spread of SARS-CoV, a different
strain of the virus that is not the same as SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus). Many of the comments
under the post call Fauci a “liar," a “POS," or “not a real doctor."40 This dissent against Fauci was
also fuelled by differing messages and a fraction in Trump and Fauci’s relationship. On April
12th, Trump had retweeted a post stating Fauci should be fired, and by the end of April,
mainstream media was reporting that Trump wanted to remove Fauci from coronavirus
briefings.41 This correlated with the peak of in-person Reopen Movement protests, where
protestors would often ignore mask-wearing recommendations.
In mid-July, the Trump administration ordered hospitals to stop sending coronavirus
numbers and data to the CDC and instead to the Department of Health and Human Services (a
federal agency). This decision by the Trump administration was met with support from Reopen
members, who continued to post information discrediting the CDC, its leaders, and its top donors
(including Facebook and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which were flagged by Reopen
groups). Almost anything posted in the Re-Open groups related to the CDC was labeled as
“bullshit” or “fake news," upping the dissent members felt towards the CDC and Fauci. In a post
41 Behrmann, Savannah, and Jeanine Santucci. “Here's a Timeline of President Donald Trump's and Dr. Anthony
Fauci's Relationship.” USA Today. Gannett Satellite Information Network, October 28, 2020.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/10/28/president-donald-trump-anthony-fauci-timeline-relationsh
ip-coronavirus-pandemic/3718797001/.
40 Posted to ‘Open Texas’ on June 29th, 2020.
39 Lovelace, Berkeley. “Dr. Fauci Says All the 'Valid' Scientific Data Shows Hydroxychloroquine Isn't Effective in




in ‘Reopen GA,' a user shared a tweet about how Florida and Texas have had 1/10th of the
coronavirus death rate in NY. One user commented, “fake numbers… its all a bunch of Bullshit
[...],” while others blamed Cuomo for forcing COVID patients into nursing homes and killing the
elderly. This denial of the spike in coronavirus cases (especially in Republican states) greatly
increased in the weeks after the Trump administration’s order. With the data being sent to the
HHS instead of the CDC, it allowed for Trump to control the narrative on how the pandemic was
being handled in the U.S., and Reopen members continued to praise the president for his actions.
This disagreement with figures from the scientific community such as Fauci fueled the
Reopen Movement’s motivation to protest, and a lot of members who went to in-person protests
often showed up without masks and did not practice social distancing. This behavior lasted
throughout the summer, and the Reopen groups only commended the CDC’s recommendations
when they were in their favor. For example, as the summer came to an end and the beginning of
the school year approached, a lot of Reopen members shifted towards pushing for the reopening
of schools – this fits the age demographic of the Reopen members, who are largely middle-aged
and would be likely to have children in school. Members of these groups started taking strong
stances against teacher unions – in a post in ‘REOPEN GA’ about an FL teachers union suing the
state over reopening schools, many Reopen users expressed anger. One user commented, “no in
school teaching should earn no in school pay” (12 likes), and many comments echoed similar
sentiments (especially about salaries). Others attacked unions, commenting, “fire them all mad
break the Union. Hire new teachers that are not Marxist and will teach our children the truth
about America and stop trying to be their parents” (6 likes). Many groups started to organize
“Reopen School!” protests in suburban neighborhoods (particularly in Gwinnett County, GA).42
42 Holcombe, Madeline. “Parents in a County with One of Georgia's Highest Coronavirus Rates Are Protesting to
Get Children Back in School.” CNN. Cable News Network, July 24, 2020.
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/07/24/us/gwinnett-county-parents-protest-reopen-schools/index.html.
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On July 24th, 2020, the CDC issued new guidelines that favored reopening schools. This was
met with enthusiasm in the Reopen groups, who previously never supported the CDC and
disregarded its guidelines. On a post in ‘Reopen USA’ regarding the CDC’s guidelines, one user
commented, “poor media is losing their minds over the recommendation lol” (5 likes) while
another commented, “don’t pay them if they refuse to teach” (4 likes). The ease of the shift in
support in the CDC, in this case, is not surprising of the Reopen Movement – this example shows
exactly how malleable the movement was, especially when important institutions suddenly
aligned with their anti-mask, anti-lockdown, or anti-vaccination beliefs. At the beginning of the
movement, the CDC’s recommendations were in opposition to a lot of the Reopen Movement’s
beliefs, but once they started aligning more to the Reopen Movement (especially when the CDC
eased on lockdown recommendations), the Reopen Movement lost one of their critical reasons
for protest and had to evolve to encompass other political motivations.
C. Offline: In-Person Protests
Conspiracy theories, misinformation posts, and discrediting of scientific facts all played
crucial roles in uniting Reopen groups and causing outrage that led to offline, in-person protests.
The peak of these in-person protests occurred between April 20th and May 1st, where 199 events
were organized across the country totaling approximately 26,000 protestors.43 Figure 2 (below)
illustrates the number of protestors attending Reopen protests, hitting a peak in April and May,
and drastically decreasing in the month of June.
43 Crowd data retrieved from Crowd Counting Consortium,
https://sites.google.com/view/crowdcountingconsortium/view-download-the-data. Accessed January 30th, 2021.
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Figure 2: The slight increase in the number of protestors in August 2020 can be
attributed to the rise of “Reopen Schools” protests, which picked up at the end of July.
Ranging from thousands of people to 25, these protests, despite being organized by more
local activists, had similar themes that gave a lot of insight into the future of the Reopen groups,
particularly the shift into the Trump Movement’s rhetoric. First, a large number of protestors
wore or carried Trump merchandise, despite none of the protests or groups officially being
organized by or affiliated with the Trump administration. Trump occasionally vaguely tweeted
his support for the physical protests but did not amplify the Reopen Movement’s message any
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more than he did with his other supporters.44 This shows that, from the beginning, as long as
Trump continued to reinforce what the Plandemic video, QAnon, misinformation posts, and
other conservative groups had made the Reopen Movement believe about the pandemic, they
would continue to support his agenda – especially because they believed so strongly in him as
the leader of their sub-movement, too. Another characteristic mentioned previously of these
protests was that despite the many warnings, very few protestors wore masks and followed social
distancing rules. This anti-mask behavior during initial protests set the stage for increasingly
extreme defiance of the rules as the pandemic continued to spread across the country.
Amidst all these protests, there was mounting public pressure on Facebook to respond to
the misinformation and protest planning occurring on their platform. To avoid further backlash,
Facebook announced on April 20th that it had removed events in three states (Nebraska, New
Jersey, and California) that promoted anti-quarantine protests. However, the company further
clarified that “it would only take down anti-quarantine protest events if they defied government
guidelines."45 This came four days after the company announced they were setting up
fact-checkers and putting in warning notes to combat misinformation. Despite this, groups
continued to organize events, posting about them in the comments of a post or posting pictures
advertising them instead of creating events under the ‘Events’ tab.46 Most groups were careful to
avoid being deleted by Facebook and avoided using language that would suggest a more
aggressive protest (especially one with guns). Despite these efforts, the number of protests
46 Posted to ‘Reopen Maryland’ on June 6th, 2020.
45 Culliford, Elizabeth. “Facebook Removes Anti-Quarantine Protest Events in Some U.S. States.” Reuters.
Thomson Reuters, April 20, 2020.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-facebook/facebook-removes-anti-quarantine-protest-even
ts-in-some-us-states-idUSKBN2222QK.
44 Shear, Michael D., and Sarah Mervosh. “Trump Encourages Protest Against Governors Who Have Imposed Virus
Restrictions.” The New York Times, April 17, 2020.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/17/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-governors.html.
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slowly decreased as fewer and fewer people attended: the April 15th protest in Michigan was
documented as the biggest and most successful one in the entirety of the Reopen Movement.
Figure 3: Amount of recorded Reopen Movement-related protests or events, by day.
Although the number of recorded protests hit a peak on May 1st, the biggest protest with an
estimated 3,500 attendees was in Lansing, MI, on April 15th.47
The decrease in the number of protests and protestors can be attributed to many reasons.
First, as will be explored in a later section of this paper, during the first weekend of May,
American media attention shifted away from Reopen protests to Black Lives Matter protests. The
lack of mainstream media coverage meant that Reopen groups were unable to properly advertise
47 Crowd data retrieved from Crowd Counting Consortium,
https://sites.google.com/view/crowdcountingconsortium/view-download-the-data. Accessed January 30th, 2021.
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their cause and broadcast their goals to the wider population. Without attention and with
Facebook starting to take down major groups, the Reopen Movement was diminished from the
public sphere and had to adapt and find new tactics to recruit members. In hopes of finding
like-minded users, admins in groups encouraged members to invite their friends or people whom
they thought would be interested.
Figure 4: Admins of ‘Michiganders Against Excessive Quarantine’ encouraging
followers to invite others to like the page. The post was shared 89 times by individuals.
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Another reason for the decline in protests was that members got complacent. Once
Reopen members found their communities in the various Facebook groups, they were less
motivated to go out and protest. Admins tried to adapt: in the California groups, a petition to
recall Governor Newsom was pushed forward. Illinois groups tried to combat lockdown
measures legally by going to the courts. But the conversation remained largely online –
slacktivism, which is a form of low-effort activism (likes, shares, retweets, signing online
petitions, hashtag activism) perpetuated by social networking platforms, became more
convenient for members. Members would express their anger or disagreement in reactions and
comments rather than protest posters and flags. Slacktivism is not uncommon in social
movements. As Evgeny Morozov states in The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet
Freedom, it does not take a group of people to find a common identity, but it is “considerably
harder” for them to act in the interest of that common identity or sacrifice time and effort for the
community.48 Social movements can and have overcome slacktivism, but the Reopen Movement
was suffocated. As will be later explored in this paper, they were not only faced with slacktivism
but a shift to the Trump Movement and Trumpism. This meant that a lot of groups expanded
their goals, goals that aligned with the Trump Movement. There was no need for Reopen
members to organize protests because the focus shifted to getting Trump reelected, and this
meant attending pro-Trump rallies, engaging with pro-Trump posts in the groups, and leaving
behind the original goals of the Reopen Movement.
Finally, an explanation for the number of protests and protestors declining after May is
that many states across the country started unrolling reopening plans – for some groups, this was
seen as a success. For example, the group ‘Reopen Georgia’ was archived at 2,808 members by
48 Morozov, Evgeny. “Why Kierkegaard Hates Slacktivism.” Chapter in The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet
Freedom, pg 188. New York City, NY: PublicAffairs, 2012.
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admins on June 2nd, 2020, the reason being that the admins felt they had “accomplished what
[they] wanted weeks ago." Interestingly, the admins believed that the group had “become a
forum for topics unrelated to [their] cause” – likely referring to the increasing partisanship. One
user commented in disagreement, saying “we’ve not accomplished #openga weeks ago [...] So as
usual, we get a morsel and it’s accepted - that’s exactly why we’re overran by the Gov.” (4 likes).
The admin commented back, saying the commenter did not “understand the economics of why
those restaurants are not open,” and the commenter replied with: “whatever. I’m stupid. Lol.
You’re a limp coward. Go back to the liberals." This escalation in language and argument is
representative of the way more moderate voices were pushed out of the Reopen Movement. It
also shows that despite the reopening of states, members were not satisfied by the responses of
their governors. Despite the decline of the number of protests and the plateauing of membership
count, the Reopen Movement was beginning to close in on itself and evolve, shifting from a
center-right movement to a more radical, partisan Trump-inspired movement.
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V. Adapting to Changing World Events
A. The Black Lives Matter Movement
On May 25th, 2020, George Floyd, a Black man, was killed in Minneapolis, MN by four
police officers for using a counterfeit bill. The video of Floyd being choked by police officers for
over nine minutes, repeating multiple times that he could not breathe went viral everywhere in
the world. Due to the already increased racial tensions from the Ahmaud Arbery and Breonna
Taylor’s murders (which occurred on February 23rd and March 13th, 2020, respectively),
Floyd’s murder further sparked nationwide and international outrage leading to protests linked
with the Black Lives Matter movement. The beginning of these protests marked a radical change
in the Reopen Movement. Initially, the Reopen Movement was sympathetic to Floyd. The video
was posted in four or five groups and was met with outrage towards the police, accusing them of
abusing their power. In a post in ‘Minnesotans Against Excessive Quarantine,' a post defending
the policemen involved in the situation was quickly met with anger from some members – one
commented, “the cop sat on his neck until he died that is murder in my eyes” (6 likes).49
Members in ‘Reopen Hawaii’ even joined in a Black Lives Matter protest at the Hawaiian State
Capitol, with around 120 protestors attending. In a post featuring pictures of the Reopen and
Black Lives Matter protest, one member commented: “When we realize we are all on the same
side, we will all be better off” (2 likes). Another user commented, “stand in Solidarity with the
vulnerable. Bad Government offends many voices.”50
Other Reopen groups saw the outrage surrounding the murder of George Floyd as an
opportunity to defend the Second Amendment (for self-defense reasons), specifically assault
rifles such as AR-15s, whose sales are starting to get restricted across the U.S. In a post in
50 Posted to ‘Reopen Hawaii’ on May 29th, 2020.
49 Posted to ‘Minnesotans Against Excessive Quarantine’ on May 29th, 2020.
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‘Reopen Texas,' a user reshared a post from Breitbart (a fringe, alt-right news source) in the
group which reads: “Dear Gun Grabbers: After last night, don’t ever ask us why anyone would
need an AR-15 ever again. Signed, Owners of America’s 16+ Million AR-15s” (214 reactions).
One user commented, “used to be against these kinds of weapons for the general public...I’ve
changed my mind” (1 like). However, once protestors that were believed to be linked to Black
Lives Matter started rioting and looting buildings, the response changed. Members adopted
Trump’s language of using “thugs” and “criminal mobs” to describe the rioters and took on an
aggressive stance towards Black Lives Matter. The weekend of May 29th to June 1st was the last
weekend where bigger Reopen protests occurred and the first where BLM completely took over
the media coverage.
After this particular weekend, the Reopen Movement began criticizing governors for the
lack of response to the protests and praising Trump’s tweets and actions. Two California groups
renamed themselves to align with the discussion that was going on in the groups. ‘Reopen
California’ became ‘California Patriots pro Law & Order’ (with a Blue Lives Matter Facebook
banner – a flag showing their support for the police force) and ‘Citizens to Reopen California
NOW’ became ‘Citizens to End the Destruction of California’. These changes reflected the anger
in the groups towards larger BLM protests, as well as the growing loyalty to Trump, especially
with the “law and order” language.51 Table 1 below highlights crucial name changes to reflect the
languages the groups had adopted from Trump’s Twitter.
51 Posted by Donald J. Trump on Twitter on June 4th, 2020.
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Date Created Original Name Name Change Date Name Changed




pro Law & Order
June 1, 2020
April 10, 2020 Citizens to Reopen
California NOW




April 12, 2020 #reopenamerica Law and Order Now September 28, 2020











Table 1: A chart of crucial name changes in bigger Reopen groups. It is important to note
that the group ‘Reopen California’ (with a creation date of December 10th, 2015) was originally
a county-specific group for local activism that morphed into a Reopen group when the movement
began.
Groups were now filled with pro-police (#BlueLivesMatter) propaganda, and rejected
most criticism of the police force – this followed what Trump was promoting at the time, too. For
example, before Trump first tweeted about Antifa (a decentralized left-wing anti-fascist political
movement), there was little to no discussion about it. Once it was brought to the public eye, the
groups started posting a lot more about Antifa, supporting Trump’s call to label the movement a
terrorist group. On a post in ‘Reopen USA’ about Antifa protestors in Texas getting arrested,
many encouraged the FBI’s actions. One user commented, “life in prison for all of them” (3
likes), and another commented more crudely, “I hope the government fucks their asses in the
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particular heinous way that only the federal government can actually do” (2 likes).52 The hostile
language towards Antifa once Trump denounced them as terrorists shows how easily the groups
were influenced by him, and this only continued into the summer as the groups became more
partisan.
By late June and early July, the Black Lives Matter movement became framed in two
distinct ways within the Reopen groups. Before, Reopen groups were angry about the looting and
the support the protests were getting from the rest of the world (as compared to their protests,
which were faced with heavy backlash). Pro-police (or #BlueLivesMatter) posts were still being
shared but less and less. Instead, Reopen members started one, blaming BLM protestors for
being the reason behind coronavirus spikes (that occurred in June and July); two, accusing them
of being a Marxist front. In the group ‘Californians Against Excessive Quarantine,' a user shared
an article about coronavirus spikes not being linked to BLM protests and it was met with anger
and disbelief from users.53 One user commented, “LOL. Only Trump rallies right????? The
hypocrisy is so obvious!!!” and another wrote, “Wow, even the virus has political selectivity!"
Similar articles by NPR54 or NBC55 were shared in groups such as ‘Open Texas’ and ‘Rhode
Islanders against excessive quarantine’ and many shared the same sentiments. This accusatory
behavior (along with the dismissal of left-leaning media) continued as more of these articles
were being published, and part of this came from the jealousy and resentment that Reopen
55 Syal, Akshay. “Black Lives Matter Protests Haven't Led to COVID-19 Spikes. It May Be Due to People Staying
Home.” NBC News. NBC Universal, June 24, 2020.
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/black-lives-matter-protests-haven-t-led-covid-19-spikes-n1232045
54 Silva, Christianna. “Parties - Not Protests - Are Causing Spikes In Coronavirus.” NPR. NPR, June 24, 2020.
https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/06/24/883017035/what-contact-tracing-may-tell-about-
cluster-spread-of-the-coronavirus/.
53 Stark, Kevin, and Laura Klivans. “No Coronavirus Spike From Black Lives Matter Protests in Bay Area, Experts
Say.” KQED. Northern California Public Broadcasting, June 25, 2020.
https://www.kqed.org/science/1966378/no-coronavirus-spike-from-black-lives-matter-protests-experts-say.
52 Posted to ‘Reopen USA’ on June 9th, 2020.
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members felt, as their protests were not greeted with the same praise that the BLM protests were
by most of the world.
This led to posts about BLM being full of Marxists, stemming from a video in 2015 of
Patrisse Cullors (co-founder of BLM) saying she is a trained Marxist.56 Her quote, amongst other
articles of BLM leaders (i.e. a Breitbart article about the New York BLM leader saying “we will
burn down this system and replace it” in a Nevada group), were posted across the Facebook
groups and caused further polarization and resentment towards BLM amongst Reopen groups.
Terms like “socialist," “communist," or “Marxist” were particularly used by Trump ahead of the
2020 election as a fear-mongering tactic to sway both conservative and moderate Republicans
and to target Democrats.57 This villainizing of anything remotely associated with socialism
continued and became worse as BLM protests raged on across the country, as the hostile
behavior towards BLM increased in posts and comments. On a post in ‘Reopen USA’ about
Cullors, one user commented, “And we are trained Marksmen… any fucking questions?” (11
likes). This is just one example of some of the many comments that referred to gun violence and
self-defense that were common under posts about Black Lives Matter and reflected the more
violent language groups had adopted.
Around mid-July, stories from Portland, OR, started making headlines as the city entered
its 50th day of protests. According to BLM protestors, unmarked federal agents (deployed by the
DHS and U.S. Marshals Service) forced protestors into unmarked vans, refused to identify
themselves, and caused chaos and confusion throughout the city.58 The Black Lives Matter
58 Aggeler, Madeleine. “What the Hell Is Happening in Portland?” The Cut. The Cut, July 23, 2020.
https://www.thecut.com/2020/07/portland-protesters-federal-police-trump-dhs.html.
57 Cook, Nancy, and Andrew Restuccia. “‘High-Level Fear-Mongering’: Trump’s Economic Team Drives
‘Socialism’ Attack.” Politico. Capitol News Company, LLC, March 20, 2019.
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/20/white-house-economic-2020-socialism-1228725.
56 Ball, Jared. “A Short History of Black Lives Matter.” The Real News Network, September 23, 2020.
https://therealnews.com/pcullors0722blacklives.
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movement and its supporters criticized Trump for sending federal officers to Portland, calling his
actions fascist. This news spread in the Reopen groups, creating a fresh wave of criticism
towards the BLM protestors. In ‘Open Oregon’ (the largest Reopen group in Oregon, which had
slowed in growth during June but faced a sudden incline when the news of the Portland protests
broke), a user reshared a post from Portland City Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty, who wrote
about her experience at the peaceful protests and the “brutal attack” by the federal government
shortly after. Users in ‘Open Oregon’ were quick to attack Commissioner Hardesty, commenting,
“COMPLETELY OFF THE RAILS LUNATIC!!!!!” (10 likes) and “So full of shit, lit [candles]
while the city is burning, fucking idiots all of these libtards !” (13 likes). Six members
commented, “Trump 2020!” (18 likes), while others called for increased efforts “to stop
hoodlums and hooligans” (36 likes).59 Oregon Governor Kate Brown, who has accused Trump of
“invading Portland," has also been criticized and attacked by the Reopen Movement. In another
‘Open Oregon’ post, a user shared an MSNBC story about Gov. Brown reacting to the federal
agents in Portland.60 Many of the 682 comments on the posts were attacks towards Gov. Brown,
calling her a “skank," “nazi bitch," “liar from hell," “insane," “Socialist twat," “Der Furer
Brown," and other crude names. One user commented, “Terrifying for citizens? What about
masked thugs in black running the streets vandalizing and attacking folks? I would like to see
you hung” (5 likes).61
This language towards Brown is similar to the language towards Governor Whitmer of
Michigan, another female Democrat governor. While these anti-protestor and anti-Brown posts
were circulating the ‘Open Oregon’ group, pro-Trump posts were also shared and have received
61 Posted to ‘Open Oregon’ on July 18th, 2020.




59 Posted to ‘Open Oregon’ on July 18th, 2020.
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a lot of support. One user shared a Facebook post by Trump claiming he wants to “help Portland,
not harm it” in the group, and it received over 1.6k likes, 300+ comments, and 400+ shares.62
Many of the comments thanked Trump, urging for continued help. Others used the post to further
criticize Gov. Brown. One user wrote, “Thank POTUS for protecting Portland! Could you also
remove the Village Idiot and her puppets ? Please” (11 likes), and another, “Just come take Her
away! Please and thank you” (8 likes).
The discussion around the events in Portland, OR, did not just happen in the Oregon
groups. ‘Take Action Colorado,' a public page created on April 3rd, 2019, posted a photo saying,
“If you are suddenly ‘terrified’ about being picked up by an unmarked government van in
Portland, you might just be a communist” (636 likes, 28 comments, 278 shares).63 In ‘RE-OPEN
Louisiana,' a user shared an anti-Trump post, calling his actions in Portland “authoritarian” (26
likes, 215 comments, 2 shares). This post got strong reactions from members – one user
commented, “You have to fight fire with fire” (9 likes), and another, “Notice how the accusations
are about exactly what’s being done by those accusing. Gas lighting at it’s best….Communist
tactics 101. WAKE UP AMERICA! President Trump is our firewall from this socialist takeover
[...]” (6 likes).64 The conversation on this particular post was abnormally long, and the admins of
‘RE-OPEN Louisiana’ stepped in and blocked members that agreed with the person who posted
the original post, deleting comment chains that were anti-Trump – marking a clear partisan shift.
The conversations, debates, and many posts surrounding the Black Lives Matter
movement in the Reopen groups provide for an interesting case study on how the Reopen
Movement adapts to changing world events. The Black Lives Matter movement had nothing to
do with the COVID-19 pandemic and was the first key instance of the Reopen Movement
64 Posted to ‘RE-OPEN Louisiana’ on July 17th, 2020.
63 Posted to ‘Take Action Colorado’ on July 18th, 2020.
62 Posted by Donald J. Trump on Facebook on July 19th, 2020.
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discussing and debating a topic outside of the pandemic. This was uncharted territory for Reopen
members, as it was outside the scope of what the groups were originally in place for. Because of
how publicized all of the BLM protests were by mainstream media, it became hard for the
movement to ignore what was happening across the United States. The looting and rioting that
became associated with the protests marked a turning point for Reopen members – any sympathy
that was left surrounding Floyd’s murder quickly dissipated, and the groups began heavily
criticizing BLM and any associated groups, such as Antifa. Moreover, Trump’s reaction and
language towards the BLM protests also served as a blueprint for Reopen members. Once the
president had taken a stance, the floodgates opened for the Reopen members to be able to
express more and more racist and violent comments towards Black Lives Matter, as exhibited
above. Seeing an important leader such as Trump take a stance that was similar to theirs further
aligned the Reopen Movement to the Trump Movement, and in doing so, the Reopen Movement
lost focus of its original goals and took on a new and different political agenda.
B. Reopening of States
The Reopen Movement has always been a proponent of reopening the states, salvaging
the economy, and a full “return to normal." Due to the lack of federal response, the lockdown and
reopening plans were left up to the governors, making them the natural enemies of Reopen
members. Although certain members considered it to be a success when their states began
reopening, a lot of them had grievances with the many phases, mask mandates, and restrictions.
This was exacerbated by Trump, who also pushed for a complete reopening of the country and
still organized in-person rallies where he rarely wore a mask. In the last week of April, ten states
announced the beginning of their reopening plans and lifting of stay-at-home orders despite
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criticism from healthcare professionals that it was still too early.65 On May 1st, North Dakota,
Utah, Wyoming, and most importantly, Texas (which eventually became a hotspot for
coronavirus later on in June) joined them. By the end of May, most states were in the process of
reopening. With the exception of Colorado, all of the states that started reopening in late April
and early May had Republican governors who were vocal supporters of Trump and his response
to the pandemic. The reopening of these states brought some changes to the Reopen Movement.
First, as exhibited by Figure 5 below, groups from states that reopened and stayed open despite
the eventual spikes in new cases (e.g.: Georgia) started tapering off in group memberships.
65 “Coronavirus Restrictions and Mask Mandates for All 50 States.” The New York Times (Interactive). The New
York Times, April 25, 2020. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/states-reopen-map-coronavirus.html.
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Figure 5: Membership growth of the 20 biggest Reopen groups observed, with most plateauing
towards the end of May.66
Most of the groups started stagnating towards the end of May due to the reopening of
states and the declining attention the Reopen Movement got from the outside world. Despite this
most – if not all – of the groups remained active, especially the ones with Democrat governors
that had decided to push back reopening. Groups from Michigan, New York, California, and
Washington were particularly vocal against their governors, while groups from Tennessee,
Florida, Texas, or Arizona were largely supportive. It was at this time that the Reopen groups
66 Data retrieved from Institute for Research and Education on Human Rights, https://www.irehr.org/. Accessed
February 22nd, 2021.
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shifted to even more criticism of the state-level response than the federal-level response to the
pandemic. Because every state (and sometimes even county) had its own rules and executive
orders, groups from states with stricter rules were suddenly seeing states reopening around them
but were not able to enjoy the same liberties, causing a sense of frustration and envy of the
others. Thus, governors were accused of abusing their powers, while Trump was praised for his
actions.
As the pandemic progressed, governors became an increasingly easy target for Reopen
members to take out their frustrations on. Although dissent towards governors was present since
the beginning of the Reopen Movement, with the BLM protests and various responses to the
pandemic, it worsened. The Reopen California groups pushed recallgavin2020.com, a website
funded by the California Patriot Coalition as an attempt to recall Governor Gavin Newsom
(registered before the pandemic). This attempt was the third one in 18 months and began around
June 10th, and the website was shared and posted about in ‘Reopen California’ almost every day
for over a month. Six of the members behind the petition posted in the main California groups –
‘Reopen California’ and ‘California Patriots pro Law & Order’. The website invited visitors to
download physical petitions, organize signature stations in their respective counties, and donate.
The first turn-in of signatures was due on July 10th, with the final deadline being November
17th, 2020. On one post in Reopen California, a user commented, “today we got 162 signatures
in Placer County. We are planning to do this again next week. God willing. If people take this
[extremely] seriously and do their part we will get there faster." In the comments, people voiced
support for the recall, also including their own signature counts.
Other petitions with the same goal as recallgavin2020.com existed in other states, too. In
Oregon, a petition to recall Gov. Brown was approved on June 3rd. The website
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stoptheabuse-recallkatebrown.com (also registered before the pandemic) was shared across
‘Open Oregon’ several times. The website also had a map where people could find signature
stations, volunteering opportunities, and a donation button. It was later revitalized due to Gov.
Brown’s enforcement of face masks for July 4th celebrations. In North Carolina, the group
‘REOPEN NC’ started a petition to impeach and recall Governor Roy Cooper that reached 8,393
signatures.67 As governors began to announce new (or extended) measures to slow the spread of
the coronavirus, Reopen groups started to organize the recall of governors, particularly in states
with Democratic governors, as Republican ones tended to support Trump in the reopening
process.
But Gov. Newsom, Brown, and Cooper were not the only Democrat governors to face
heavy backlash. In Clay County, Illinois, Rep. Darren Bailey filed a lawsuit against Governor
J.B. Pritzker, claiming he overstepped his authority when extending the emergency declaration.
The judge ruled in Bailey’s favor and this supposed success was posted all over the ‘Reopen
Illinois’ page. However, because the county ruling was not final and did not affect Illinois at a
state level, it was unclear if actual changes came from this court ruling. Some users celebrated
this ruling but others were skeptical, commenting “I hope Illinois doesn’t end up like the way of
the states that opened up” or “Lol y’all have fun with that. Every state that opened up is dealing
with record cases, but sure, fuck Pritzker." The diversity in opinions on this ‘Reopen Illinois’
post is likely due to the fact that it was a public page and not a group – this diversity was being
seen less and less in the private groups as more moderate voices were pushed out of the
conversation and the Reopen groups became vehicles of the Trump Movement. Public pages are
also more accessible to the general Facebook user population than groups, which users have to
67 Petition created on July 3rd, 2020,
https://www.gopetition.com/petitions/impeach-remove-roy-cooper-as-governor-of-north-carolina.html/
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search for or be invited to. Following the news of this court ruling, the page admins posted a
message calling for business owners interested in a class-action lawsuit against Governor
Pritzker – but any follow up of legal action fizzled out as by then members had already moved
on to another event, showing the short attention span that the Reopen groups tended to exhibit.
The call for donations and petitions became a more popular plan of action as in-person
protests started to phase out. Towards the end of June, governors began to pause their reopening
plans and consider issuing new stay-at-home orders due to the severity of the cases. It was during
this time that a story broke that Tim Walters, one of the admins and leaders of ‘Reopen
Maryland’ (25,780 members) announced he tested positive for coronavirus after attending
several protests without a mask.68 Walters received coverage from lots of mainstream news
sources, and following this, ‘Reopen Maryland’ pushed their ongoing fundraising efforts to pay
lawyers to sue Governor Larry Hogan of Maryland. Using the attention they garnered to their
advantage, the donations to their Gofundme picked up again after beginning to slow down.69 In a
post by an admin asking members to consider donating, one donor expressed disappointment that
the Reopen Maryland admins did not organize an event or rally for July 4th to make a statement.
However, when Walters posted a video about donating on June 29th, he received over 500
comments expressing support, with several members saying they would “gladly donate again,"
showing the support members had to the ones that pursued legal actions against Governor
Hogan. The Walters example shows that while setting up donations for various causes and urging
members to petition, once Reopen groups slowed in hosting in-person protests due to the lack of
proper leadership or organization, their relevance and growth tapered off.
69 Fundraiser created on May 7th, 2020, https://www.gofundme.com/f/Reopen-Maryland-LLC.
68 Wiggins, Ovetta. “Co-Founder of ReOpen Maryland Says He Has Tested Positive for Coronavirus.” The




Further demonization of governors was largely encouraged by Trump, who continued to
push for the reopening of the country while avoiding putting a federal plan in place. In a course
of a week (July 6th to July 12th), Gov. Beshear (KY-D), Gov. Whitmer (MI-D), Gov. Murphy
(NJ-D), Gov. DeWine (OH-R; only for 7 counties), Gov. Inslee (WA-D), and Gov. Justice
(WV-R) issued orders requiring the use of masks in public spaces. Even though Gov. DeWine is
a Republican, he received a lot of hate from the ‘Restore Ohio’ group. On the other hand, Gov.
Justice, the only other Republican in the list above, did not face much backlash as West Virginia
barely had any significant Reopen groups. This further highlighted the differences in groups and
how they varied state-by-state (even in between states with Republican governors), and showed
the lack of communication between state groups. Democratic governors faced the largest
backlash from the groups, but the female Democratic governors by far faced the harshest
retaliation (i.e. being called a “bitch," “psycho," “crazy”) of all. Gov. Whitmer and Brown
became notorious names in other groups – oftentimes, other groups posted about them just as
much as the Michigan and Oregon groups did due to the national attention their responses to both
the pandemic and BLM protestors received. Figure 6 highlights some of the memes and images
created of Gov. Whitmer, which were widely used and spread across groups.
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Figure 6: Examples of some of the memes created of Governor Gretchen Whitmer.
It would be remiss not to acknowledge the role of Michigan and Gretchen Whitmer in the
Reopen Movement. Whitmer became more or less a common enemy in the Reopen groups, due
to many reasons. First, the Reopen groups based in Michigan, particularly ‘Michiganders
Against Excessive Quarantine’ had a profound influence on shaping the rest of the Reopen
groups in the early beginnings of the Reopen Movement. As mentioned before, a lot of groups
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used similar blueprints in creating their own state groups. When ‘Michiganders Against
Excessive Quarantine’ was taken down at 386,391 members by Facebook on May 13th (nearly
one month after the biggest Reopen protest to date), other Michigan groups were quick to step in.
Namely, a right-wing grifter, Garrett Soldano, spearheaded the ‘StandUPMichigan’ group and
page created on May 13th. In a matter of a week, the page had acquired almost 50,000 likes.
Around this time, Whitmer was outspoken about a strict and slow reopening of the state, which
meant Michigan groups were quick to openly and vocally criticize her response. Secondly, the
vulgar and violent language towards Gov. Whitmer (demonstrated above) suggested subtle
sexism and misogyny in the Reopen groups, coming from both women and men. The language
towards Whitmer worsened over time as members got comfortable expressing their opinions in
the groups. Even when it was revealed that a paramilitary militia group called the “Wolverine
Watchmen” had a domestic terror plot to kidnap Whitmer, members were unsympathetic. In a
post in ‘Reopen Alabama’ that shared a news link to the kidnapping plot, members expressed
that the militia groups should “get a Nobel Peace Prize” (3 likes), that the entire plot was a
“hoax” or “fake." Another commented, “I believe treasonous government officials should be
removed, tarred, and feathered” (7 likes), while another wrote, “The FBI has probably ticked off
the majority of Michigan citizens by stopping this planned kidnapping” (5 likes). These
comments were made by Reopen members based in Alabama, showing the widespread hate
towards Whitmer.
It is important to understand the role that reopening processes had in weeding out more
moderate members of Reopen groups. Those who joined in the beginning with the intention to
see restaurants or stores reopen but did not mind mask mandates were no longer interested in
engaging with the content as they had achieved what they wanted. This is why more polarizing
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content started being picked up by the algorithm – the members that were left behind and
engaging the most were the ones who were unhappy with the reopening plans and opposed
anything less than a full return to normal. However, excluding moderate stances on reopening is
ultimately what led to the stagnation of these groups, and made the Reopen Movement less
accessible to outside voices, worsening the echo chamber all while slowly destroying the
movement from within.
C. Trump 2020 and the Road to the Election
The shift of these Reopen groups becoming more aligned with the Trump Movement can
easily be tracked through specific instances, ranging from the beginning of the movement to key
moments and events over the summer, as well as the lead-up to the 2020 election. Every instance
marks a change in the Reopen Movement and its shift from having the potential to be a social
movement to becoming a moment within the Trump Movement. Since the beginning of the
Reopen Movement, the overlap between Reopen members and Trump supporters was evident,
but it was hard to tell whether the movement would head in that direction at first – especially
when its original goals had been more or less attained by the reopening of states. Early markers
of a shift to “pro-Trump behavior” were the superfluous posting of pictures of Trump with
captions praising his hard work, thanking him for what he had done, or saying that they will pray
for him increased over time, along with a lot of “Trump 2020!” (and other variations) in the
comments. Another telling sign was the lack of criticism of Trump’s response to the pandemic –
groups liked to point fingers at “Big Government” without ever naming Trump. These types of
posts often washed out any organic debate that happened earlier on in the Reopen Movement,
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which is why it became hard to tell whether the Reopen Movement was truly still its own
movement and not an extension of Trump supporters.
Another characteristic was that members of these groups started finding any excuse for
Trump’s behavior, even when he said something the groups did not necessarily agree with. For
example, these groups became more and more anti-vax as information about developing
coronavirus vaccines came out. Yet, there was almost no mention of Trump’s “Operation Warp
Speed,” which funneled millions of taxpayer dollars into funding said vaccines. Additionally, the
adoption of Trump’s language became common within these groups and another sign that the
Reopen Movement’s motivations to protest amidst a pandemic were not purely for economic
reasons. For example, Trump’s Fourth of July speech at Mt. Rushmore was hailed as one of his
best by many Reopen members. A lot of members recycled vocabulary and phrases from
Trump’s speech in posts. A post by a member in ‘Reopen Minnesota’ shared a link to a news
article about an MN State Senator claiming he was being investigated by the state for
questioning the COVID-19 death count with the caption “cancel culture." Members in the
comments blamed democrats and liberals – one user commented, “of course, what do you expect
from the dems." Groups such as ‘Pennsylvanians Against Excessive Quarantine,' ‘Stand Up,
Maine!,' ‘Take Action Colorado’ (page), and ‘Open Oregon’ (amongst many others) posted about
protestors blocking the entrance to the rally, which was met with a lot of anger from members.
On a ‘Stand Up, Maine!’ post, several users commented “run them over!” and received support
from others, once again showing the more violent vocabulary members used towards the
protestors, fueled by Trump.
Finally, the posting of photos of any Trump 2020 rallies, demonstrations, or gatherings,
as well as photos of Reopen protests with lots of Trump 2020 flags in sight indicated the
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movement’s shift towards being avid Trump supporters. Some of the in-person protests were
even organized in partnership with pro-Trump Facebook groups. All of these behaviors were
similar to how a Trump group would act, and were clear markers that these groups – mostly
made up of people who had already voted for Trump 2016 and were likely to do the same in
2020 – were shifting to support the Trump agenda.
By early July, an estimated fourth of the posts on the ‘Home’ page were either about
Trump or related to his campaign. This continued support almost three months into the Reopen
Movement’s growth meant that members of these groups found an excuse or explanation for any
of Trump’s actions. A specific instance that indicated the Reopen Movement’s shift to being
adamant Trump supporters was when Trump made his first public appearance wearing a mask
when visiting a hospital, on July 12th, 2020.70 Members of Reopen groups quickly found an
explanation for this. On a post in ‘Make Michigan Great Again,' one user commented, “You are
truly a dumb ass. Of course he would wear a mask in a hospital. I would too but i will not just
going in a store." Many echoed similar sentiments such as, “he’s in a damn hospital. You anti
Trumpers are pathetic." Some other members claimed the picture was “photoshopped” or looked
like “CGI." Whatever the excuse, in this case, Trump was constantly defended by Reopen
members and blamed less and less for the weak response to the pandemic in the United States.
Interestingly, on July 20th, eight days after his appearance in the hospital, Trump tweeted
a picture of himself with the caption: “We are United in our effort to defeat the Invisible China
Virus, and many people say that it is Patriotic to wear a face mask when you can’t socially
distance. There is nobody more Patriotic than me, your favorite President!." This was the first
time Trump officially endorsed mask-wearing during the pandemic. Naturally, the Reopen
70 “Coronavirus: Donald Trump Wears Face Mask for the First Time.” BBC News. BBC, July 12, 2020.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53378439.
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Movement, which has been building a strong anti-mask rhetoric over the last months, had a
variety of reactions. On a post in ‘Great 48!’ (Arizona) a member shared a Fox News story
regarding Trump’s tweet with the question “So now that Trump is wearing a mask will you
be?”71 Approximately 65 out of the 131 comments included the words, “no” or “nope." A couple
of users expressed that “Trump wasn’t [their] reason to not wear a mask” (4 likes), or “No, it has
nothing to do with Trump at all” (7 likes). Others, as expected, defended Trump’s tweet in
various ways. One user said, “its election time..he is walking a tight rope right now in a very
divided country. He doesn’t care about masks but a huge percentage of votes do. Tough
situation” (3 likes), while others claimed Trump is playing a game of “reverse psychology." One
user commented, “he is going along with wearing a mask for a purpose. The man is always 10
steps ahead. Wearing a mask will make people be able to go to the polls to vote [...]” (2 likes).
On a post in ‘Stand Up, Maine!’72, users echoed similar sentiments regarding the “reverse
psychology," claiming, “This is the best thing he could do though! The more he says ‘mask
good’... The sooner you will hear the opposite from ‘the experts…’” (4 likes). In a post in
‘Reopen California,' one user commented, “Well now that he is telling us to wear masks, the
media should be telling us to stop it soon… So that’s good” (39 likes). However, some users
expressed different sentiments. One commented, “this flip flopping is really disheartening” (7
likes), while another commented “No. No masks. No new normal. I don’t care if it comes from
Trump or Newsom” (10 likes). These comments prompted the most discussion, with some
people agreeing and others explaining why Trump tweeted this (to troll the Democrats, reverse
psychology, etc). Even though some expressed disappointment and anger towards Trump, the
reactions towards this tweet reinforced the largely pro-Trump behavior that occurs in these
72 Posted to ‘Stand Up, Maine!’ on July 22nd, 2020.
71 Posted to ‘Great 48!’ on July 20th, 2020.
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groups – yet, it is important to note that this tweet has caused the most discussion and discourse
within the Reopen groups about Trump than ever before. Before, users were quick to praise
Trump and adopt his actions and phrases, but this tweet seemed to have drawn a line for some. In
some cases, people seemed to be more anti-mask than they were pro-Trump – the regular
‘Home’ feed during this time was overtaken by more mask debates rather than Trump-related
posts. There were fewer “Trump 2020!” comments and more discussions that occurred in the
replies, particularly for members that seem to be on the fence or confused about Trump’s actions.
Overall, this did not change much of the pro-Trump behavior in these groups, because apart from
this tweet, Trump has never done anything significant enough to alienate the Reopen Movement.
But, this moment served as a sign that the Trump Movement and the Reopen Movement were not
as closely tied together it seemed, especially when Trump contradicted the Reopen Movement’s
original agenda – no matter how frail it was.
Another groundbreaking and crucial moment for the world and the Reopen Movement
was when Donald and Melania Trump tested positive for the coronavirus on October 1st, 2020,
after coming into contact with a White House aide who had contracted it. Most of the reactions
in the Reopen groups were similar: they wished for Trump’s quick recovery and commented
prayers. In a post in ‘REOPEN NJ’ about this news, a lot of the 270 comments contained things
such as: “Trump 2020," “prayers for president Trump and 1st lady," and “he is a fighter." Some
skeptics commented that “this is just another ploy by the Democrats trying to take this man
down!” (21 likes) and that the Democrats faked the result to “take [Trump] down." Another user
echoed a similar sentiment, saying “I wouldn’t put it past the Dems they gave it to him on
purpose” (13 likes), showing how much the Democrats were villainized in these groups. One
member commented, “I’m really getting tired of people saying this virus is a fake. My family,
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husband, daughter, daughter in law, and son in law are all nurses. Exposed to full blow covid. Oh
its real ok.” (4 likes). COVID-19 was suddenly being taken a little more seriously than before –
some comments even brought up how Trump’s alleged preventative treatment with
hydroxychloroquine seems to have failed. The narrative shifted after Trump had caught the virus.
Once the initial disbelief of his positive test waned, and reality is set in that no one, not even the
President, is completely immune to the coronavirus. Despite this, there were still a couple of
posts that continue to speculate about the high number of positive cases, calling it all “a little
suspicious." A post in ‘Open Texas’ received high engagement (over 2.5k reactions and 1.2k
comments) after a user asked the question: “Is anyone finding all these Covid 19 positive
diagnosis a little suspicious??."73 Most, if not all, agreed with this sentiment. Some thought it
“weird” that COVID-19 “only likes Republicans,” and others blamed it yet again on Democrats,
saying they “just want to put our President in a 2-week lockdown so he can’t campaign."
Reopen groups also attacked people who wished for Trump’s death – in ‘Reopen
Florida!’ a user posted, “I don't care what Political Party you are from. To wish death on our
President is just ugly. They need to look deep within their soul. It breaks my heart to see how
ugly people can be” (152 likes).74 Most agreed, and one user commented, “I would never wish
death or ill on anyone… unless you’re Antifa/commie” –– which reflects the underlying
hypocrisy in these groups, who attacked Democrat governors, BLM, and Biden, wishing them ill
for the past couple months. Eventually, both Trump and Melania recovered from the coronavirus
and used this leverage to play down the effects of COVID-19. Reopen members had expected
this long before the President and the First Lady recovered. On a post in ‘REOPEN MA,’ one
user commented, “Trump and the first lady wont even feel anything because this virus is [weak].
74 Posted to ‘Reopen Florida!’ on October 4th, 2020.
73 Posted to ‘Open Texas’ on October 2nd, 2020.
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Now Trump will prove it." Trump surviving coronavirus was undoubtedly a huge boost for his
campaign in the eyes of his supporters. Throughout the events that occurred over the summer and
the months leading up to the 2020 election, the Reopen Movement’s support for Trump only
grew stronger. Trump’s ideology, rhetoric, and own language were deeply rooted in the Reopen
Movement’s response to changing world events, including ones that were unrelated to Trump
himself. It is a testament to the power that Trump holds as a populist leader that despite the
involvement of other conservative groups with different goals at the beginning of the Reopen
Movement, the members still held onto him as their leader. But this political shift, along with
other major factors, is ultimately what led to the Reopen Movement’s downfall.
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VI. We’ve Reopened. Now What?
A. International Effects of the Reopen Movement
The Reopen Movement caught the attention of not just the United States but everyone in
the world. Although a seemingly smaller movement in comparison to much longer-standing
ones, there is no doubt that it had several (known and unknown) effects on the international
political scene. On August 1st, 2020, approximately 20,000 German protestors gathered in Berlin
to demonstrate against a second lockdown as the German government feared a second wave was
approaching. This was not Germany’s first anti-lockdown protest, but it was the first one that
caught the attention of international news media. The protestors were not wearing masks or
practicing social distancing and adopted similar signs and chants that were seen in U.S. protests.
Some were heard chanting “we are free!” and “we are the second wave” and others were holding
signs saying, “corona, false alarm” and “natural defense instead of vaccination." Mainstream
news reported that conspiracy theorists were amongst the protestors, and some QAnon believers
on Twitter shared videos of protests in Berlin, urging Americans to organize and protest as
well.75 The Reopen groups were also quick to share news stories and live-streamed videos of the
Berlin protests. Five Reopen groups each held ‘watch parties’ of the protest, amassing a total of
237 likes.76 In ‘Reopen Maryland,' a user shared a picture of the protests in Berlin, claiming “a
million are protesting in Berlin, Germany [...] they’ve discovered that these masks are just for
suppression and have no other purpose than to destroy your lungs” (294 likes). Of the 69
comments, many members expressed their willingness to march and organize, but without a solid
plan of action. One member commented, “We need to start marching!!!” (4 likes) and another
followed up with, “I’m in..mask burning also!!” (3 likes). Another member wrote, “Hell yeah!
76 ‘Unmask New York State,' ‘NJ Knuckleheads,' ‘Reopen Maryland,' ‘California Patriots pro-Law & Order,'
‘#FreeTN’
75 Posted to Twitter by user @Twente_chris on August 1st, 2020.
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We all need to wake up! We are being [misled] and that’s the nicest word I can use!!” (5 likes).77
In a different post in ‘The Movement,' which shared an AP News story about the protests (935
likes), one user commented, “I’ve yet to see a crowd of Americans anywhere near that size
standing up for their rights. Home of the brave???” (14 likes). Another user commented, “Well at
least they’re protesting the real issue, unlike the USA where people pretend it’s about black lives
and police discrimination and confederate flags and statues of our nation’s forefathers!” (11
likes).  In total, 31 out of 58 commenters agreed that in-person protests needed to be reignited
across the United States.78
The Germany example provides for an interesting case study of the different outcomes
that the Reopen Movement in the U.S. could have had, especially in different countries with
varying pandemic responses. Despite the discussion and media coverage surrounding conspiracy
theorists and QAnon supporters attending the Berlin protests, not many of the Reopen groups
have addressed this angle. This shows that while conspiracy theories may have played a role at
the beginning of this movement, they have been largely disregarded in the ‘main’ discussions
happening in these groups later on (anti-mask debates, reacting to Trump’s actions, etc…). But
Berlin does not have the charismatic, populist equivalent to a Donald Trump, and in this case,
conspiracy theories and QAnon had to fill the leadership vacuum. After the initial event on
August 1st, German anti-lockdown protests have continued, and many lawmakers have
expressed their fear that the protests were becoming more and more radical.79 This concern
culminated in explosive devices and Molotov cocktails being thrown at the German federal
79 Ankel, Sophia. “QAnon Has Become a Powerful Force in Germany, Helping to Drive Europe's Biggest
Anti-Lockdown Movement.” Business Insider. Business Insider, November 21, 2020.
https://www.businessinsider.com/qanon-german-anti-lockdown-protests-infiltrated-by-us-conspiracy-2020-11.
78 Posted to ‘The Movement’ on August 2nd, 2020.
77 Posted to ‘Reopen Maryland’ on August 2nd, 2020.
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agency building responsible for controlling the virus.80 Although the main organizing group,
Querdenken (“lateral thinkers”) has denounced any acts of extreme violence, a mix of far-right
groups, conspiracy theorists, coronavirus skeptics, and anti-vaxxers have come together to
continuously protest the federal government’s lockdown plans, and the turnout has been higher
than any Reopen protest in the U.S.81 The situation in Germany is different from the one in the
United States but creates a myriad of hypotheticals for the direction that the U.S. Reopen
Movement could have taken had Trump not filled the leadership vacuum early on.
B. The Reopen Movement Flatlines
It is interesting to see how, despite being a central figure to the movement, Trump barely
interacted with the Reopen Movement. There were little traces of the Trump administration
attempting to gain influence over the Reopen Movement like other conservative groups at the
beginning of the protests. The admins of the groups became mediums between the Trump
Movement and the Reopen Movement, oftentimes outwardly supporting Trump, directing
members to rallies or protests, and even taking part in regional Trump 2020 campaigns. Some
had donated to Trump’s campaign, and others even volunteered in local offices. Thus, in the eyes
of the Trump Movement, the Reopen Movement would be seen as a success as Trump could
count on the Reopen Movement’s vote for the November election. The Reopen Movement also
continued to support Trump past the election and shared posts and information about the “Stop
the Steal” movement, an attempt by Trump supporters to claim the election was rigged and to
protest its results. However, the Reopen Movement becoming a branch of the overarching Trump
81 Ankel, Sophia. “QAnon Has Become a Powerful Force in Germany, Helping to Drive Europe's Biggest
Anti-Lockdown Movement.”
80 Beck, Luisa, and Loveday Morris. “Germany's Protests against Coronavirus Restrictions Are Becoming




Movement is essentially what caused it to flatline, lose its potential as a successful social
movement, and instead become a fleeting moment within the Trump Movement. Without an
overarching national group and cohesive goals, the Reopen Movement had no way to last past
the initial burst of attention and growth it had in the months of April and May. The group
membership reflects this analysis – there were surges in membership numbers after certain
events. For example, the initial George Floyd protests in Minnesota caused a slight increase in
the Minnesota groups, or when the news of the protests in Portland broke, the Portland groups
had a slight increase as well. These fluctuations and abrupt changes also reflect the effect that the
Black Lives Matter movement had on the Reopen Movement’s growth: BLM stunted the Reopen
Movement’s growth by drawing media, public, and political attention away from the Reopen
Movement.
C. The November 2020 Election and the January 2021 Insurrection
After Joe Biden was declared the winner of the U.S. federal election, a lot of the groups
turned to the “Stop the Steal” Movement. This led to a multitude of Facebook groups being
created (and haphazardly shut down by Facebook in the weeks after Biden was declared the
winner), culminating in the January 6th, 2021 insurrection at the U.S. Capitol. Trump created and
fed into a plethora of the claims surrounding the election – he pushed the narrative that the
election was a fraud and refused to concede. He started tweeting about January 6th (the day that
Congress was set to accept the Electoral College votes) around mid-December, and Reopen
groups started to post about it soon after.82 In a post in ‘REOPEN MA,' a user asked if anyone in
the group was planning on going to Washington, D.C. (49 reactions, 32 comments). Six users
82 Sherman, Amy. “A Timeline of What Trump Said before Jan. 6 Capitol Riot.” PolitiFact. The Poynter Institute,
January 11, 2021. https://www.politifact.com/article/2021/jan/11/timeline-what-trump-said-jan-6-capitol-riot/.
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responded with concrete plans to go, and others voiced support or that they were not sure yet. In
another group, ‘Stand Up Delaware,' one admin announced on December 28th, 2020, that she
was attending the protest with her husband. On January 4th, she posted an announcement to the
entire group that the “group’s role is a civil one” and will remain that way despite the “calls for
violence on both sides” (192 reactions, 48 comments). Shortly after this announcement, she
urged members of ‘Stand Up Delaware’ to move off of Facebook and join a ‘Stand Up
Delaware’ MeWe group, because she did not “know what tomorrow [January 6th] holds." The
admin has since posted multiple updates but was not involved in the storming of the Capitol
– she listened to Trump’s speech and left shortly after. Of the Reopen members that attended the
protest on January 6th, it seems that most of them stayed away from the storming of the Capitol
and were there to hear Trump speak, confirmed by the fact that Facebook hasn’t taken their
profiles or posts down. Another interesting example comes from the admin of ‘Reopen Hawaii,’
a social media director with “Team Trump Hawaii," Trump’s regional reelection campaign in the
state. This admin, also one of the founders of the group, posted on April 22nd, 2020 urging
members to keep posts “party neutral." However, over time, the admin has posted more and more
about pro-Trump rallies, “Stop the Steal” initiatives, and she eventually attended the January 6th,
2021 protest herself. This direct example reflects the pattern of radicalization that a lot of groups
and members followed.
What has happened to the Reopen groups since January 6th? Because the largest pages
and groups were deleted or shut down by Facebook (both before and after January 6th), admins
of groups that were still active on Facebook after January 6th posted announcements to move to
platforms such as MeWe, Parler, or Telegram. This move was unsurprising: discussions about
moving off of Facebook had occurred since the platform set up fact-checking systems against
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COVID-19 misinformation in late April, as mentioned previously in this paper. After Biden was
elected in November, Reopen members joined various “Stop the Steal” Facebook groups, all
while aware of the growing popularity of Parler amongst conservatives. Facebook’s (amongst
other mainstream social media platforms’) reaction to the January 6th insurrection seemed to
have been the breaking point for a lot of Reopen members. For example, a member of ‘Reopen
Maryland’ who was present at the protests posted on his personal page that Facebook was
preventing him from “commenting on what I witnessed at the Capitol, including the part where
the police let protestors in the perimeter” on January 7th, 2021. These restrictions by Facebook,
paired with Twitter banning Trump from their platform and various conservative politicians and
figures claiming they are being censored, pushed Reopen members off of Facebook. The member
of ‘Reopen Maryland’ who attended the protest decided to “terminate” his Facebook account on
January 11th while urging his friends and followers to do the same and move to MeWe. The
comments on his personal posts were in agreement with his actions. Although members had
sporadically posted about alternative social media platforms throughout the duration of the
Reopen Movement, after January 6th, there were approximately six admin announcements in
groups ranging from 1,000 to 9,000 members about officially leaving Facebook. Based on the
dropping membership numbers in all of the groups, as well as the shutdown of major pages such
as ‘Reopen California,' ‘Pennsylvanians Against Excessive Quarantine,' and ‘Stand Up
Michigan,' the Reopen Movement slowly abandoned Facebook as a platform for organization
and discussion. Whether they have restarted with the same vigor and energy on other platforms is
outside the scope of this paper.
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VII. The Future of Online Protest: Lessons from the Rise and Fall of the Reopen
Movement
In her book, Twitter and Tear Gas: The Power and Fragility of Networked Protest,
Zeynep Tufekci writes, “attention is oxygen for movements. Without it, they cannot catch fire."83
This paper served as an in-depth analysis of a movement that was sparked in a moment, fanned
to a flame on online social platforms, caught fire in a sudden but brief growth spurt, and
eventually consumed by a much larger, stronger, and structured fire – the Trump Movement. On
January 20th, 2021, Trump left the office of president, but his legacy on American politics is
profound. This impact is something that political scientist Takis S. Pappas accounts for in his
analysis of populist movements, and the role that “charismatic leaders” play in taking advantage
of “polarization and targeted patronage," to hold onto power past positions of leadership.84
However, the digital sphere creates an extra layer of complexity when analyzing Trump’s legacy.
After the January 6th, 2021 insurrection at Capitol Hill, Trump’s online presence was reduced –
both Facebook and Twitter blocked him from posting, and Twitter eventually banned his account.
As discussed throughout this paper, a lot of these groups took inspiration from Trump’s online
actions and words, especially on Twitter. Without a clear and direct channel between him and his
followers, it is uncertain whether Trump’s populism or “Trumpism,” will manage to hold onto
the constantly changing face of U.S. politics. Trumpism, at its best, exposed and brought forward
problems already existent in American institutions, and at its worst facilitated racist and sexist
behavior among some of his supporters (displayed by certain facets of the Reopen Movement).
What lesson can the Reopen Movement serve for the future of online social movements?
First, it exposed the fragility of trying to form and organize a movement that is largely online,
84 Pappas, Takis S. “Populists in Power.” Journal of Democracy 30, no. 2 (2019): 70–84.
https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/populists-in-power/
83 Tufekci, Zeynep. “Leading the Leaderless.”
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and the importance of pairing online activism with offline actions in order to keep the movement
alive. The echo chamber that occurs online, although ideal for the individual user, stunts a
movement’s capacity to grow as followers are unable to understand and have access to opposing
viewpoints. Additionally, due to the online nature of the Reopen Movement, it was almost
impossible to establish an overarching national organization, with a specific agenda for members
to be able to hold onto through changing world events. Although an attempt was made with the
creation of a Facebook group specifically for administrators of different Reopen groups,
engagement was low and inter-state collaboration was incredibly rare. The lack of national
coordination can also be attributed to the fact that every state had different reopening plans and
mandates, making it hard for the Reopen users to unite under a common goal of overthrowing a
specific policy. The weak skeleton of the Reopen Movement made it hard for outside
organizations to build on, as proven by the failed attempt to create an astroturfed movement. The
Reopen Movement was, at its core, a variety of hastily thrown-together Facebook groups that
were unable to utilize the digital tools that they had access to, which is why the movement
remained largely on Facebook. The demographic of the groups meant that not many members
understood how to successfully manipulate the online sphere to their advantage, so their strength
laid in the in-person protests, which eventually withered away.
Second, as mentioned by Tufekci, modern movements need attention from the public, the
media, and governments in order to survive and continue to achieve their goals. In the
twenty-first century, attention is a rare commodity – everyone is continuously fighting each other
for it. Apart from the attention the initial protests received from mainstream media, conservative
groups, and eventually, Donald Trump, the Reopen Movement had a hard time retaining any
long-term attention that would allow for their groups to continue growing. This was exacerbated
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by how quickly the news cycle changes online, and how the attention span of an online user is
shortened because of it. Once the Black Lives Matter movement, along with other events, started
getting international attention, the Reopen Movement became almost irrelevant to anyone on the
outside, including the conservative groups that tried to assert their own agendas at the beginning.
This is why organized and periodic in-person protests and continuous interactions with the local,
regional, and national community are crucial for a movement to ensure long-term longevity. For
online protest movements to succeed, they have to be sustained past the initial moment that
created them. Unfortunately for the Reopen Movement, they failed to do just that, which is what
ultimately led to their downfall.
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